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ON THE SEA IS

German

naval forces have scored again.

The British admiralty announces that the cruiser Hawke was sent to the bottom in the North sea
'
by a German submarine Thursday.
The loss of life on the Hawke is not made known, but the warship
belonged to an older class of vessels that ordinarily carry about 500
and men. Only fifty of her crew are known to have been saved.
A sister ship, the cruiser Theseub, also was attacked
by a submarine, but
.
escaped.
The French war office announced this afternoon that the progress of
the allies indicated in Thursday's communication had been confirmed.
The field of action on the left wing of the allied armies extends from the
region of Ypres to the sea.
There was no official word from Berlin up to early afternoon, but
news dispatches report that the Germans marching on Ostend are within
ten miles of their objective, havrng occupied Blankensberghe, a town on
the Belgian coast connected by rail with Ostend.
The belief grows tfi London "that Ostenti will' ivos bv eeeupiad L !' i
Germans until at least they have fought for its possession. It is reported
that British warships will take part in the defense qf the town.
The French embassy at Washington has received advices saying that
the allies have captured Hannescamp, a town about ten miles north of Al
bert. There Is no other news regarding the fighting on the northern end
of the battleline in Frajnce. Both armies, however, are known to have
been reinforced and to be contending every foot of ground where they
come in contact.
The Paris statement says that Russian troops have repulsed German attacks on Warsaw and Ivangorod in Russian Poland and that a battle is
being fought south of Przemysl.
- Petrograd claims that the German movement on Warsaw has been
'
stopped, the Germalns being driven back several miles. Przemysl, it Is
asserted, is on the verge of capitulating.
Vienna on the other hand announced that the commander of the fortress of Przemysl brusquely refused a request 'to surrender on October 2
and that since that date the Russian besiiegers have been defeated and
v'
u
the city relieved.
Tokio announces that Japanese' and British warships- bombarded two
forts at Tsing Tau October 14.
Prince William of Wied, who recently abdicated the throne of Albania, is Reported in a dispatch from Rome to have joined the German
army and proceeded to the French frontier.
The Canadian troops which recently arrived In England were assembling today' on Salisbury plains.
.,
Fresh meat will be admitted to France free of duty until further
'

GREAT
British cruiser Hawke has been
and
srailt in the North Sea by a German
submarine. Out of a crew of 400 men,
f0 were saved.
London, Oct. 16.

The- -
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The Official Account
The admiralty- - hag given out the
announcement concerning
following
'
the loss of the cruiser Ilawke:
"His majesty's ship Theseus, Captain Hugh Edwards, was attacked by
a submarine in the North Sea yesterday afternoon, but was missed. His
majesty's ship Hawko, Captain H. P.
.
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It was only bad aim on the part of
the German gunners that saved the
Hawke's sister ship, the Theseus, for
that, vessel, too, was attacked, 'but
she escaped.
Germany Heavy Loss
The cruisers Amphion, Pathfinder,
Aboukir, Cressy, Hoguo, Pegasus and
Hawke and the torpedo gunboat
Speedy, make up the Rritsih formidable list of losses in warships In the
first ten weeks of the war. Against
this the British admiralty claims that
four German .cruisers, two torpedo
heat destroyers, one torpedo boat,
three submarines and eight armed
commerce destroyers have been wreck"

ed.

Omitting the armed merchant men,
the aggregate warship tonnage loss to
England, Is, of course, greater than
hat of Germany. In both cases", the
lest ships, with the exception of the
criirer Amphlo and the submarines
were older craft, used for scoutlnK purposes, the ships intended for tbesfern-e- r
work of fhei fleet action heinsr held
(Continued on Page Fivel

A

WRECK

Pueblo, Colo., Oct. 18. A John Doe
warrant was issued here today for the
arrest of a man who, when injured
in a wreck on the Denver & Rio
Grande railroad near Grand Junction
last Sunday, was identified as Falcon
Joslin.
The injured man Is in a hospital
at Salida. Dispatches from Fairbanks
informed Denver & Rio Grande officials that Falcon Joslin Is at homo.
The warrant was sworn to by the
manager of a Pueblo hotel, and
charges fraud.
According to the police "Joslin"
came to Puebio about three weeks
ago from Denver and represented himself as being
railroad man.
He is said to have exhibited several
drafts on hanks in the northwest for
large amounts. When he was injured
in the Grand Junction wreck ho was
identified as Falcon Joslin, and a
press dispatch from Fairbanks gave
the railroad officials their first
that the Identification was
tha-Alas-

n
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Wt bank oi tftu
river, the Ruinn troops dur- ing the day of October 13 repulsed
the German attacks on Warsaw and
Ivangorod.
"A battle is going on south of Przemysl."
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SET

VIOLATION
OF. NEUTRALITY
CHARGED AGAINST A HONOLULU
STATION

TOLD GERMAN

IS QUEER SYSTEM OF ACCOUNTING
IS CHARGED TO THE ROCK
ISLAJND

SHIP MOVEMENT

A

RECEIVER

ASKED

FCX

AS A RESULT THE GEIER
IS SUPREME COURT ASKS LINE
TO
OBLIGED TO ALLOW HERSELF
SHOW WHY ONE SHOULD
TO BE INTERNED
NOT BE JMAMED

JOB IS

IF HE DOES NOT RESIGN, HE WILL
NOT HAVE CHANCE TO BE
CANDIDATE

The French war
official announcement
ion as follows:
rress indicated in the com-- f
'.

Vera Cruz, Oct. 16. Evident preparation on the part of a small detachment of men under General Agnilar for
an attack last night on the American
outposts around Vera Cruz have re
sulted in; the- - strengthening of the
Anverfcau lines, gome 200 Mexie-.n- s
fosilioa
m K.'f a al
Ijl tn American, ou.ohls ut.tI :j ,
have two mounted guns trained on the
American soldiers. Their warlike activity is attributed in Vera Cruz to
over indulgence in liquor obtained at
a house juist beyond the American
lines, but their boasts that they were
about to inaugurate an attack that
ulimately would drive the Americans
out of this port, are taken more or
le&s seriously because of the reports
that Aguilar will not be able to re
strain himself much longer, and that
the impatience of hi men to enter
Vera Cruz is rendering his control
over them doubtful.
Aguilar's force is estimated at between 4,000 and 6.00U men, with several pieces of artillery. It is reported
in Vera Cruz that Aguilar has made
a wager that he will take breakfast
in this city next Sunday.
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OTHER OFFICIALS TO BE MADE TO
PART OF WORLO CLOSED
FUND MONEY ALLEGED ILSOME TIME AGO
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company
there within 24 hours unless the com- .
,
Pany gave a satisfactory explanation laproiuted to take '..rge of prop,
of the sending of a wireless, dispatch ties not
already pledged and to ins
the nrrfv.1 of hw German ituta actIoa to
Um
ncmvT
flnnwjLj
read directors an. amount of damag.
c
Admiral - Moore lias tutu-- tud "!e
- i i:m''!, .
j
i s' i
l
i
j.i...,.
sending of the messatM-during the railroad and its tit .i'iiois.
temporary absence yesterdpy of the
rShould su.-c'lur b vuixnulc!
naval officer on duty at rtie station under the order
prayed for ia ti.tf
as a censor. The gun.boat has just
suit, which was brought by Horace L.
arrived from Tsing Tau, convoying F;rande, the receiver would not
only
the German steamer Loekson, which L, empowered to euu flireetors. but
had been impressed into service as would be
specifically instructed
by
a collier.
.
the court so to do. The receiver, irt
Acting Secretary Roosevelt regard addition, would be directed to search.
ed the transmission of this dispatch out and hold
any other assets of tha
as a clear violation of neutrality be raaroad
company than those pledge;!
cause it gave positive Information of to the Central Trust
company as trus
the operation of a belligerent!, advis
tee; and also he would be directed
ing the world of the gunboat's exact to ask of the federal district court
position.
permission to Intervene In the fore
Reports from Honolulu that the closure action recently instituted by
Geier, after taking half the amount of the Central Trust
conipsioy.
coal to which she. was entitled under
No amount of damages la named i i
the neutrality laws, was about to be Mr. Brand's petition as the amount
Interned until the end of the war, for which, the receiver would be di
were not explained In olticial dis- rected to sue. Frederick C. Sharod.
patches. It was said that if the gun- an examiner of the interstate comboat had been interned the action merce commission, describing t!"ii
must have been Voluntary on the part transaction by which the Rock. Iehi'iJ
6i the j Germans in order to escape .acquired the Frisco
lines, declared tVt
caDtlire- loss to the Rock Island
wi.-- t
1;
Officials made it plain that the jjust about $35,0.15.000, and that I wa
course of the department in regard j carried on the company books tin sm
io uie wireless station s alleged vio- - aspet.
lation of neutrality would not be af
fected by the future movements of the British commerce in for ra-r- r;
Geier.
waters.
The ambassador discussed with Mr.
of what restricLansing
Another Company Working
tions might be laid on this practic.
San Francisco, Oct 16. Wireless
The state department n cently tco
Sei'vice between the Hawaiian islands the
ground that mere):..- t
and San Francisco by the Marconi
under neutral fl..-'- ?, col' 1
company was inaugurated September legally carry supplies from A'..
24 by an interchange of messages be Atlantic
'
iports to the j. rmfin rr
tween President Wilson and Governor off the coast and in
1
..
Plnkham. Another company remains waters, and the ambassador 8 ' s V;.,i
in the field and the islands are serv the game decision.! shall
apply to ih
ed by a trans pacific cable.
Philippines.
i
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Washington, Oct. 16. Rear Admiral
New York, Oct.
state su-- .'
Moore, commanding the naval station preme court issued an
order todsfyTi
at Honolulu, was ordered today to
letting the Chicago, Rock Islanuv.,i
close the Marconi, wireless station Pacific Railroad
to sflidvi

French Take Hannescamps
Washington, Oct. 16. Capture of
Hannescamps, southwest of Arras, by
the allies and an advance by the Germans from Audenarde to Courtrai
were announced In an official dispatch
made public here today by the French
embassy.
The dispatch follows:
"The Germans have advanced from
Audenarde toward Cuortral., The enemy occupies a line of defense at HeTo
roin, Armentieres, and Givenchy.
the west of La Basse he Is in contact
with our troops between that locality
and Arras.
A violent combat took
Resignation Not In
place northwest of Lens to Vermelles,
Washington, Oct. 16. General
which resulted in our favor. We have
resignation has not been pretaken Hannescamps, southwest of Arsented to the Mexican convention at
ras "
Aguas ..Calient es. Today's report to
the
state department reiterated that
Germans Reinforced
the
of his retirement would
question
16.
Oct.
London,
"Important German reinforcements, especially ' artil- not be taken up until additional delefrom General Zapata arrived.
lery, have been sent to the, west gates
Official dispatches today said the
front," cables the Copenhagen correspondent of Reuter's Telegraph com- temporary organization of the con
pany. "My informant, who has jus.t vention had been made permanent
IN SOME WAY
relumed here, met at Brandenburg 28 and the delegates whose credentials
trains of reinforcements in one hour, had been approved numbered 130. All
Washington, Oct. 16. Taxes on to- a!' packed with men and horses. He took the oath, swearing to abide Iy
bacco and wine and on telephone and estimates
the number of troops to be the decision of the convention, which
teU graph messages, as framed by the
was proclaimed the sovereign power
between 300,000 and 400,000."
In Mexico.
senate' finance committee, were adopted today by the senate as a part of
Although it is supreme in authority
Has Ostend Fallen?
the war revenue bill, leaving the proit
is not believed that the convention
Loudon, Oct. 16. A Central News
will attempt to exercise legislative or
posed cotton relief provision as tha
dispatch from Amsterdam saya that
executive functions beyond designatonly matter still in dispute.
who have arrived at the
Tha tobacco tax, as incorporated fugitives
Dutch frontier declare that Ostend ing the individual or individuals who
in the bill, would levy a graduated tax
has fallen into the hands of the Ger- shall discharge the executive power'
in succession to General
of from $3 to $2,446 on manufacturers mans.
Carranza.
Neutrality Violated
THE INDIAN CON? ERfc
of tobacco, cigars and cigarettes. UnHis'; retirement as "first chief la
Washington, Oct. lit, Sir Ccc'l
Spring-Riceder" the wine section manufacturers
the
British
the
ex
of
executive
ambassador,
is
charge
Moia ink Ijike, X. Y., C.t.
power"
Refugees Fill Dover
of all still wines would pay eight cents
pected on all sides as a matter of called the attention of Acting Secre- Lake Mohonlt conference tor
16
Oct
Lon.
Doyit,
England,
(via
course, because he is desirous of be- tary Lansing today to alleged viola- ed to
per gallon on their product and manuspeeches by Ia
facturers of sweet wine would pay 55 don). Three thousand refugees from ing a candidate in the presidential tions of neutrality in the Philippines, veteranstirring
missionaries
of ev
Ostend
on
are
still
either
the Way election, and the Mexican constitution where he said the British government
cents per gallon on grape brandy or
ruination. Tho principal sper. ters
or
here
in
vessels
that
have
not
yet
In
fortification of
wine spirits used
the executive who, conducts believed various Gtnnan tJ.iips had the RPf. Thomas L Libeen ahle to dock. The port of Dover prohibits
sweet wines.
the election from being a candidate been coaled at sea from Manila.
lycars a missionary amor:
Numerous petitions urging legisla- is closed because the city is fortified, therein.
An inquiry was directed by th? state
Indians. He declared tV t
but
the port officials have been obligtion for the relief of the cotton prodepartment to the authorities at Ma- (icu! people i v r- ..
ed
to
;
admit
boats
these
pnn-dron
j
Peace
West Coast
ducers- of the south were presented
carrying
nilla, According to advices to the ts trc-- .t t?.-- Ti"lMn
f ,i
and
children
women,
Conditions
i
on
tele-grefrom
the
west
a
fleeing
coast
southern
of
senators, including
by
other neutral vessels than
The railroad facilities are Mexico are rapidly assuming a more embassy
from Sid McMaecar, an Endinh Belgium.
the American steamer flio Ppr ,s t- cctton manufacturer who suegeated inadequate to accommodate greater peaceful aspect, and Rear Admiral
v.v a v l
by ts.j T'.i"- Howard, reporting today frrrj the jceUlyn.,i
rclcporatfon between '. the Unite?! amounts.
!.; i o if..i : k ,;- -, i ,
States and Great Britain In a moveif
(Continued on Pan- Four)
ment to maintain prices
1
(ContintiKd on pna Four)
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THREATS

IS

IS ORDERED
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K. T. Williams, was attacked about
the same time and was sunk.
"The following officers, with 49
men of the crew, have:!been landed
at Aberdeen from a trawler: Boatswain Sydney Austin, Gunner James
Dennis and Acting Gunner Harry Bt-il- t.
The remaining officers and men
are missing.
"Further particulars will be published as soon as available. The Hawke
was a cruiser built in 1889."
The Hawke is the British cruiser
which collided with the White Star
line steamer Olympic September 20,
19.11, near Osborne Bay, on the north
side of the Isle of Wight. She received: serious damage.
Is Seventh Ship
Another thrust from the German
submarine service has irobbed the
Urivish navy of the cruiser Hawke and
bats increased the tally of the list of notice.
warships sunk by the Germans to
ptven. To this must be added the
TAX WILL BE HIT ON
virtual destruction of the, cruiser Pe- PRETENDED TO BE A
Zanzia
German
at
gasus, by
warship
bar. The Hawke, a cruiser of 7,350
OF HUGH MONEY
TELEPHONE MESSAGES
tons, under command of Captain Hufrh
Williams, was sunk jesterday in the
North Sea, the graveyard of six other A COLORADO SWINDLER IS EX- THE SENATE IS DETERMINED TO
GET MONEY FOR TREASURY
POSED BY BEING INJURED
warships, victims of German torpe-
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COMING soon, the
time when we must
dig up for Christmas
presents.
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WE PREPAY PARCELS POST

Kid Gloves at 75c pr

Saturdry-2-butto- n

we thought we were getting
Who we placed an order for these gloves last spring
nlue to selUoTSi.50. However we find that these gloves do not come
we
uVio the high standard of this establishment, and as they were imported
The are made in the popular two button
colors. While there isn't an imperfect pair in the lot, we
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cannolrecommdt
them atJust half price.

Goods Made in U. S, A
Buy Cotton
w know from the lively interest
... .
urv

-

U2e Cheviots, 10c yd

These include all the new patterns we have
in
received this fall, all colors and patterns,
and nurse
fancy dress gingham, fancy plaids
sun and tub.
stripes. Guaranteed against

and 30 in. widths.
c yd
12 2 c Outing Flannel, 8
Good quality, long knap outing in light and

Assorted colors in stripes and checks, 27 in.
1--

1--

dark colors.

J1-4-

12
12
12

cans Tomatoes (2 lb.)
cans Corn (2 lb.)
cans Green Chili

ders.

$2 and $2.25 Blankets, $1.56
35c Turkish Towels, 24c
in
grey,
Blankets,
Large size, gooil heavy weight,
heavy
Large
tan and plaids. Pink and blue bor- pink, blue and lavender borders,
jalso plain white. Size 24x40 in.
ders; full bed size.
$3 and $3.50 Blankets, $2.18
20c Huck Towels, 122c
Heavy cotton Blankets wool finGood quality, plain white; size
ished in grey, tan, whit3 and light .18x40 in.

colored plaids.
$1.50 Comforts,

$1.00
$li.O0

Challie covered, whits
filled; good size.
$1.75 and $2 ComfJrts, $1.28
Slightly larger size and better
covered.

$1-0-

anti-vodk-

of beets and other early vegetables, but they are not strong enough
to be counted on.
Shipments of fresh oysters continue
In the staple lines
to be received.
there is practically no change this
week. Flour, sugar, lard, potatoes,
port and canned goods are just where
they were, in the matter of price, last
week. It is not thought by any of
the local dealers that there will be
any change in the price of these articles during the fall season, unless
something unforeseen should occur.
If anything, the tendency is downward, in all staple lines.

diy

TENDENCY

SEE

IS 10 flfl

11
STAPLE SUPPLIES ARE REPORTED AS NOT LIKELY TO GROW
MORE EXPENSIVE

Despite the cold nights and the frost
during the past week, the condition
of the local market remains much the
name as last Friday. The more per
ishable varieties of fruits and vegetables are becoming more and more
scarce, but the sturdier and later kinds
still hold strong.
There are a few crates of strawberries on. the stalls, at the prevailing
summer price, 15 cents a box. This
is the one unexpected item in this
wtek's market report. Cranberries,
the sure prophet of the approach of
the holiday season, are in the market
in great quantities; they sell at 15
cents a quart, or 50 cents a gallon.
Peaches (clings), apples, oranges,
quinces, grapes, and grape fruit, all
hold their own, without much change
in price or supply. The oranges are
of the poorer varieties that always
precede the fresh crop.
In the vegetables cauliflower, lettuce, celery, cabbage and turnips lead.
There are a few receipts from day to

FOLEY CATHARTIC TABLETS
There are. many times when one
man questions another's actions and
motives. Men act differently under
different circumstances.
The question is, what would you do right now
if you had a severe cold? Could you
do better than to take Chamberlain's
Cough' Remedy? It la highly recommended by people who have used It
for years and know its value. Mrs.
O. E. Sargent, Peru, Ind., says, "Cham- berlain'B Cough Remedy, is worth its
weight in gold and I take pleasure In
recommending it." For sale by all
dealers. Adv
MILITARY SHOEMAKER

Eerfurt, Oct 16. Shoemaker Vogt,
tetter known as the "Captain of
Koepenick" has now been given a
chance to assume a' military role. He
is working in the local military shoe
factory, where he is looked upon as
a most proficient workman.
Vogt earned considerable notoriety
several years ago when, dressed as a
Sure Indications
captain of the Cerman army, he took
office
cl Ismjj Trouble at'charge of the anburgomasters
w n
Incident which for
Koepenick,
of
threatened
Indication
Among the
I.miir Trouble are a continued cough, a long time was remembered by the
A change of
fnvr nnil niifht sweatsit seems
that some- German public as a elever satire upon
often helps, but
to
needed
is
thing liim'e and urn-s- t the stop the ofcouuh
German military and official life.
disprogress
iiml sweats
"

Eckmun'H Alterative, after many
ease.
beue-uiiyears of use, is known to he most
iu bringing about relief, in many
cases complete recoveries.
Investigate
Schell City, Mo.
this case:
"Gentlemen: I had a terrible cough,
and pleurisy in my lungs.
night sweats heard
me coughing advised
A man who
I paid no
me to take your Alterative.
attention to bim then. I got o bad
to
should
I
said
doctor
Wyoming.
the
go
I did, and when I got there I steadily
prew worse. Then I remembered what
L:id been told me about your medicine,
t began taking St, with no faith whatbefore I had Uken three
ever,
lint
Ikk
I could eat anything.
lever and
r !p,
i sweats stopped and tor over a year
I have been well, end in better health
tr.viit ! ever was." m
W. F. BOMAR.
(
i.vit)
(Ah.-iv- e
abbreviated; more on request.)
i - Kinaa s Alterative has been proven lty
,
v
ats' test to be nioNt enlcaeiuuH
severe. Throat t.nd Lung AiTeetlnns,
Hi.mHiitlK liroiichlal Asthma, Stubborn
(
d in upbuilding
the system.
or hnbit-f,.- i
ciiiins no nareorlea, forpoisons
booklet Jelling
Ak
Ti.lng drum.
of ieeoveneH, and write to Eekninii
i .nboratorv,
Pa., for
PlitladeMila,
l'or sale by all leading druggists
'
1
and lied Cross

f ,,'
j

"

Murpbey

con

i
i

any.

r.i f2a bottle.

A

LUCKY GIRL

Santa Fe, Oct. 16. Miss Sarah
Tucker Parsons of Santa Fe, the
daughter of Sheldon Parsons, the
who has been making her home
in Santa Fe since over a year ago.
Las just fallen heir to an Income of
$fi.000 a year until she attains the age
of 24 years, when the
h
of
the fortune of her grandfather, Albert
F. Harris, who recently died in New
York City, and who left an estate of
over a million dollars, falls to her
without restrictions. Mr, Parsons has
at, present an exhibit of paintings In
thf palace of the governors but will
take the pictures, most of them Santa
Fe landscapes to New Tork next, week
f;r hanging at the exhibits of the
Fslmasrool club and other art
t,

one-tent-

IS NOT TOO
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Delicious "Fruit Laxative" Can't Harm
Liver and
Stomach,
Bowels

HIGH
COMMISSION STU
CORPORATION
SANTA
FE'S ANDIES THE
NUAL REPORT

"I turned to the advertisements In the
papers and Cuticura Soap and Ointment
took my eye. So I got a cake of Cuticura
Soap and a box of Cuticura Ointment. The
very first treatment gave me ease and from
then on with every treatment I could see
a change. Four weeks from the tlmo I
started with the Cuticura Soap and Ointment I was entirely well without a scar.".
(Signed) F. L. Layton, Apr 30, 1U14.

Samples Free by Mall
For treating poor complexions, rod, rough
hands, and dry, thin and falling hair, Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment have boon
the world's favorites for more than a generation. Sold everywhere. Liberal sample of
Skin Book.
each mailed free, with 32-post-car- d
"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."

,

Santa Fe, Oct. 16. The state corpo
ra! ion commission was studying today
the annual report of President. 13. P.
San
Ripley to the stockholders of the
was
pointed out
ta Fe system. It
that while Mr. Ripley complains of the

menacing increase in taxes, $3,525,of
cent
14
more
than
or
per
585.30,
the net earnings," last year, yet, this
is less than one per cent of the total
valuation of the road, $651,428,708.11,
and therefore much less in proportion
than the business man In Santa Fe or
in Albuquerque must pay It was also
more
po!nted out that 1,320.85 miles, or
than ten per cent of the entire system is in New Mexico, and that therefore the valuation in this state must
he between $GO,000,000 or $70,000,003.

New Galveston Route
One of the significant announcements in the reports is that through
service between Galveston and San
would
Francisco over the Belen cut-of- f

this fiscal year, makGulf
ing it the shortest haul from the
of Mexico to the Pacific.
The acquirement of the St. Louis,
Rocky Mountain and Pacific from Dea
Moines to Ute Park, with two branch
es, one to ltaion anu me uuicr iu
Koehler, a total of 106.04 miles for
$3,000,000 four per cent 50 year bonds,
secured by a mortgage on the purchase, is reported.
Mr. Ripley complains that "evidences of extravagance in all grades of
governmental activity are very numerous, and evidences of governmental
economies are exceedingly rare."

be inaugurated

Every' mother realizes, after giving
her children "California byrup or
Figs," that this is their ideal laxative,
because they love its pleasant taste
and it thoroughly cleanses the tender
little stomach, liver and bowels without griping.
When cross, irritable, feverish or
breath is bad, stomach sour, look at
the tongue, mother! If coated, give
a teaspoonful of this harmless "fruit
laxative," and in a few hours all the
foul, constipated waste, sour bile and
undigested food passes out of the
bowels, and you have a. well, playful
child again. When its little system is
full of cold, throat sore, has stomachache, diarrhoea, indigestion, colio
remember, a good "inside cleansing"

should always be the first treatment
given.
Millions of mothers keep "California Syrup of Figs" handy; they know
a teaspoonful today saves a sick child
tomorrow. Ask your druggist for a
bottle of "California Syrup of
Figs,'' which has directions for babies,
children of all ages and grown-up- s
Beware of
printed on the bottle.
counterfeits sold here, so , don't be
Get the genuine, made bj'
fooled.
'California Fig Syrup Company."
Adv.
DIES IN ELECTRIC CHAIR
Michigan City, Ind., Oct, 16 Rob
ert Collier, a negro convicted at
of the murder of John Cain,
a policeman of that city, was electro-

cuted at the state prison' here today.
Au interesting feature of the case was
the fact that Collier helped to build
the chair in which he was put to

When the chair was built
three years ago Collier was
serving a term in the prison for asand battery with intent to kill.
sault
WANTS A PARDON
was a helper of the electricians
He
to
16.
Petitions
Oct.
Santa Fe,
asPresident Wilson, asking for the re- at the prison and in that capacity
in
chair
in
and
the
sisted
Inez
building
Jose
lease and pardon of General
Salazar before his trial at Albuquer-ar- e stalling the electrical apparatus.
being freely circulated among
"
Spanish speaking people from El Paso,
LINCOLN COUNTY AIDS
Ttras, to Trinidad, Colo. Freedom is
Santa Fe, Oct. 16. The board of
sifo asked for General Maximo Cas- Lincoln- county commissioners has
tillo, also in the bull pen at Fort Bliss. voted a preliminary appropriation of
$300 in aid of the New .Mexico exhibit
TAOS SCHOOL CENSUS
at the San Diego exposition, so that
adeSanta Fe, Oct. 16 Taos county the governor's county might have
enshows a considerable increase in its quate representation among the
counties
and
spirited
public
school census, the total for this year, terprising
sums for their
reports today by County Superintend that have set aside
ent Jose Montaner being 4,129 as special exploitation of resources. Only
and backagainst 3,998. Of the former number the more
males. ward counties will fail to make such
1.P58 are females and 2,171
Taos Is the largest town with a school an appropriation, for all wide awake
LONDON IS SOMBRE
s
citizens recognize that it is now or
census population of 514, while
enLondon, Oct. 16 (Correspondence of
de Taos is second with 343, Ques- - never as to attracting capital and
the Associated Press). Not since the ta third with 315 and Talpa fourth terprise into the state. The New
electric light supplanted gas has Lon- with 213, all others having less than Mexico exhibit at St. Louis brought
don been so sombre at night as at 2C0. Remarkable to say, Taos county a hundred thousand settler? into eastern New Mexico and millions of dolpresent, when the German Zeppelin has only one deaf child, Amelia
fleet is not an unlikely visitor. The
aged 9, of Arroyo Hondo. Pro- lars of new capital, and the exhibit
illuminated signs of Piccadilly circus, bably there is no other jurisdiction in at San Diego will do as much more
d
cafe fronts of Lei- the United States of 15,000 inhabit- if New Mexico and each of its counthe
cester Square have been extinguished. ants which can equal this showing.
ties live up to their opportunity.
No more light is allowed' than is necessary to traffic. Among the main
ways of London, Threadneedle and
' "1 I
Fleet streets, the Strand, Jtegent tnd
- 'J,
Oxford streets, comprising the principal financial and shop district, only
every third street arc light is in use,
and the upper halves of these are
masked with black paint so as to
;
n - '"X
(
'
f
throw down a cone of light on the
fc- roadway. It is on these lines that
the Bank of England, St. Paul's ca
thedral, Trafalgar monument, the National gallery and the British museum
Yi
lie. The suburbs, where the restrictions are easier, are now the brightest parts of London. Xbe people are
not nervous and trust to the search
lights which play over London at
night to save them from the

church folks,"
Just like other people; you vote like
other people; you dance, you play
cards, you drink, you cuss, just like
other people. I believe in back door
revivals. We ought to clean out our
churches until those we have left will
live for God. What would you do if
Jesus should walk in and see that
beer in your ice chest? Or if He
should see you punching the pool balls
down yonder? I have tried to figure
out just what a worldly church member is worth, and I have come to the
conclusion that they are too sorry for
dog bait."
The evangelist closed by making an
appeal to take a stahd and live for
the Lord every day. He said: "Live
for Him in your business; in your
daily dealings, and especially, let Him
abide in your home."

ers.
While all classes are helping Tommy
Atkins to get his smoke, temperance
societies are ferventy urging him not
to drink. These societies want them
25c Cotton Huck Towels, 17c
to volunteer to do what was made
Red bordered, heavy linen finish,
compulsory In the Russian army by
size 18x36 in
a
decree. On
the czar's
well known Anglican bishop has asked
the men to pledge themselves to re
train from drinking even beer or light
MUSICIANS BOYCOTTED
wines although, they may know the
London, Oct. 16. The boycott of water to be
polluted: The bishop him
German and Austrian musicians, if self is not
joining the expeditionary
employed to the detriment of English force.
musicians, has been approved at the
meeting of the London musicians,
over which Sir Frederick Cowen pre INDIGESTION, GAS
sided. A committee composed of the
chairman, Sir Edward Elgar, Edward
SICIi, SOUR STOMACH
Herman, Landon Donald, Sidney Jones,
Hubert Bath, Fred James and Gilbert
Webb was appointed to circularize the
Time "Papie's Diapepsin!" In Five
profession on this subject.
Minutes All Stomach Misery
While English musicians should not
Is Gone
taboo music from whatever source
it. came, Sir Frederick Cowen declar"Really does" put bad stomachs tn
ed they must recognize the fact that
order "really does" overcome indiforeign musicians had for many years gestion, dyspepsia, gas, heartburn and
usurped the places which could be sourness in five minutes that just
filled by equally competent British
that makes Pane's Diapepsin the
ers.
largest selling stomach regulator in
"It is not a question, of animus," the world- - If what
you eat ferments
hi said. "It's a question of our being into stubborn lumps, you belch gas
able to come into our own."
and eructate sour, undigested food and
)
The 'prevailing 'Opinion Vas that
acid; head is dizzy and aches; breath
the war offered an exceptional opporfoul; tongue coated; your insides filltunity for English musicians since it ed with bile and indigestion waste, realso called away French, Russian and
member the moment "Pape's DiapepItalian competitors. .
sin" comes in contact with the stom
ach all distress vanishes. It's truly
almost marvelous, and
astonishing
MINING CLAIMS SOLD
the joy is its harmlessness.
Santa Fe, Oct. 16. Referee E. A,
A large fifty-cen- t
case of Pape's Dia
Johnston at the court house today
will give you a hundred dol
pepsin
sold the five unpatented mining claims
lars' worm of satisfaction or your
and 160 acres of patented ground of
hands you your money back.
druggist
the Bonaventura Mining company at
worth its weight in gold to men
It's
an execution sale in the case of P.
and women who can't get their stom
B. Tolles et al vs, The American Gold
achs regulated. It belongs in your
l,
Copper Mining and Smelting
home should always be kept handy
et al to George Helneman of
in case of a sick, sour, upset stomach
KaiiBas City and A. P. Towne of
the day or at night. It's the
The claims carry coppergold during
surest and most harmless
quickest,
ore and are considered quite valuable.
stomach doctor in the world. Adv.
WAR AIDS GLASS MAKERS
At a previous sale, District Jude E.
C. Abbott had set aside the bid bePittsburgh, Oct. 16. The war in
has brought many orders for
cause of
of all the
CHURCH MEMBERS MUST Europe
window and plate glass to the manufacturers of the United States, of
WORK AGAINST DEVIL which Industry Pittsburgh is the larg
est center of manufacture and ' has
STOPS HEADACHE Oil
the largest business of any city in the
THEY MUST TAKE STAND EITHER world at the present time. The exeFOR GOOD OR BAD, SAYS
NEURALGIA AT ONCE
cutive head of the Pittsburgh Plate
EVANGELIST
Glass company, the largest concern
of its kind, states that his company
Don't Suffer! Get a
Evangelist Crimm throws some hot has received a large number of orders
Package
ones into the midst of the wordly for window and plate glass since the
of Dr. James' Headache
church folks. For one hour the evan- European war shut off importations,
Powders
gelist pleaded last nlgnt for Christians and that his company has been asked
You can clear your head and relieve to take a stand, using for his text, by European manufacturers to assume
a dull, splitting or violent throbbing "Whoso Is on the Lord's side let him several big contracts they had taken
headache in a moment with a Dr. come over to me." He began by say- before war developed.
e
James' Headache Powder. This
ing: "I detest a fence straddler, a
headache relief acts almost mag- person who tries to stand neutral and
A NEW ROAD
ically. Send some one to drug store you cannot find on which side of a Santa Fe, Oct, 16. A new road is
now for a dime package and a few question they stand. Some of J'OUkf!ns, built over Taos
pass on a sur- moments after you take a powder you chiirch members live like a devil sIx,VPj. ma(je hy the forpfit Eervicei the
will wonder what became of the head- days In the week and. then go to jporplo of the
mining camp of ReJ
ache, neuralrda and ..pair.
Stop suf- church on Sunday and try to be veryitiTer contributing the labor.
The
fering it's needless. Be sure you get serious and religious. But I teii ynn,tpaFf, ls 953 feet in altitude and one
'Kot every one that sayeth unto roe.'pf the
what you ask for. Adv.
highest in the state.

Turkish Towels, 7ic
Fringed, plain white and colored
cotton
borders; sizes 16x36 in.
10c

$1.16

CONSTIPATED CHIL

TOBACCO IS SCARCE.
London, Oct. 16. Messages from Lord Ixird shall enter the kingdom
1. - J.L
i
the front saying that tobacco is like of heavenv'
You try to piay uoui
so
touch
soldier
has
of
to
Some
the
it.
dust
of
mess
gold
sides and make a
ed the sympathy of smokers that mail you professed Christians don't know
to the continent is no wfilled with cig any more about Jesus Christ than a
arelte. nines and plus cut. Societies Hottentot. The world Is staggering
are formed for the collection of to over your crooked lives into hell."
br.cco in its various forms and boxes
The evangelist put vim and "pep'
for such contributions are now prom into his words as he told the worldly
inent on hotel desks and club tables church members of their meanness.
and other places frequented by smok
You
he shouted, "are

Grocery Specials

OF FIBS" FOE

"SIRUP

1MATI01IO

Bilver dollar.

achievement therefore to head the
list of those who passed. Mr. Mor
gans will probably enter the federal
sei vice in the near future.

2

75c Turkish Towel, 40c
$1,50 Blankets, $1.12
Extra large and heavy in both
Blankets,
size,
knap
long
Large
white and c.ilorad borders;
plain
bortomorrow n gra.y and tan, pink and blue
sizes 24x44 in.
Buy all of these you want

Cash only, no phone orders, please.
1.55
50 lbs. IT. S, Patent Flour
$1.60
Flour
&0 lbs. Unity Patent
?2'C5
20 lbs. Pure Lard
10 lbs., Pure Lar- d$1.00
13 lbs. Sugar
25c
.
15 lbs. Potatoes
$1.00
27 bars White Laundry Soap.
25c
6 bars Ivory Soap
$1.20
lbs.).
12 cans Utah Tomatoes (2

BUMS

MORGANS IS LEADER
Santa Fe, Oct. lb. II. K .Morgans,
engineer in the office of State Engi
neer French, stands first amOTigHia&e,
in the United States who recently
took the civil service examination in
all of the large cities and state capi
tals and hundreds entering the lists in
order to capture some of the prizes
in that profession which Uncle Sam
bf.s in his keening. It is quite an

In this
un.
is the last aay or our urei n(nn
in
remains
now
one
day
of this community approve the movement. Only
nBnr,i
week
the
reducTd prices. Every item advertised during
which to take advantage of these greatly
some lots which have been closed out. Come tomorrow
of
will 'still be on sale with the exertion
for cotton goods needs.

12

COURT
16.

saw-tee-

7 Sc pair

15c Toile Du Nord Ginghams, 11c yd

1914.

Juaa Hilarlo
TGH1NG
Sanchez, pleaded not guilty to a per:
jury charge in the federal court today
and Judge W. H. Pope set his trial
SALT RHEU
for October 26. Sanchez lives at
Manzano and was indicted on the
chtrge of making a false oath in pro- Started With Pimples. Would Break
ving up a homestead entry.
and Spread. Covered Limb rrom
Attorneys for the eDfense
Used Cuticura
Hip to Ankle.
Judge W. H. Pope today designated
Ointment.
and
Entirely
Soap
Ralph Easley attorney to defend E.
Well Without a Scar.
Gomez of Elephant Butte, accused of
ciiculating obscene letters through ne
Oxford, Mont. "My salt rheum started
mail. Charles C. carron was desig
with little wliite pimples. "Wheu scratched
nated to defend Damacio Galfegos, ac they would burn and itch and lator on tney
cused of criminal assault while on would fill up, break and spread and get red
all around. It came on my thigh. When
Indian land.
the pimples broke just enough fluid ran out
Pankey Wins Out
to form scales. It seemea to enlarge xno
when
In the case of the United States sores and they felt like
vs. B. F. Pankey t recover certain my clothing rubbed over them. I underwent a treatment for quite a while but I got
survey fees for the Eaton grant in no relief. In fact I got worse. I was getting
southern Santa Fe county, judgment eo that It troubled mo very much, as it
was rendered today on demurrer in got so I hated to move my limb for fear to
crack open the sores which covered my left
favor of State Senator Pankey.
limb from my hip to my ankle. The sores
were from the size of a pea to the size of a
Santa Fe, Oct.

The Rosenwald Store need be no furthef
away than the nearest mail box. Write
for samples of anything we advertise that
you are interested in.

Laa Vf&s'Loadina5ten

16,

death.
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Red Ripe Tomato Hearts J
with a Spicy Flavor

I,

lll

Moreys Solitaire Catsup adds zest to the
taste of meats, soups, fish, vegetables, etc,
and puts a new stimulus into your appetite.
It's made of the juices of firm, rosy tomatoes,
nth spices, a little vinegar, a hint of onion
and garlic, a pinch of salt and supar. These
are cooked together until they reach the
highest degree of piquancy. That's all
there is to Moreys Solitaire Catsup no
benzoate of soda, no artificial coloring.
1 hat's the reason it's known as
"The Best the Grocer Can Deliver"
Here an a feiu of the many membtrt of the
'

Solitaire Jamily

t xraeU,
Sia

Coffee, Tea, Spices, Flavor-tu-

g

Raiimi, Peanut Butler, Hie,
loads, Grape Juice, Olives, Olive Oil,
f'reierves,
Maple iyrup, etc., and all
varieties of canned fruits and vegetable',
THE MOREY MERCANTILE CO., Denver
v.".

f
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FIGURES
JUST ISSUED SHOW
WHAT ANNUAL EXPENSE
AMOUNTS TO

Santa Fe, Oct.
That the
gation systems of New Mexico cost
on an average $14.19 per acre and
tnat the expense of maintaining them
is $1.30 per acre per year, is the
statement of a federal bulletin just
issued.
Remarkable is the assertion
lacked up with tables of figures that
uni'.er irrigation, the field of corn in
New Mexico is increased 139 per cent
over the yield in
fields
elsewhere. In oats the Increased yield
is 34 per cent; In wheat 168 per cent
in' barley 98 per cent; In dry edible
beans 191 per cent; dry peas 50 per
cent; timothy 44 per cent; alfalfa 165
per cent; clover 77 per cent; wild
grasses 122 per cent; coarse forage
If 3 per cent, and even in potatoes,
irrigation increases the yield 79 per
irri-

16.

d

0

cent.
It is shown that out of 78,000,000
rcres in New Mexico less than 2,000,-00- 0

acres are under cultivation and
les? than 600,000,000 acres under cultivation by irrigation. There are
acres still public land;
acres state lands; 9,000,000

'
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WING to the general depression in
the Eastern Market, we have been
fortunate in obtaining a LARGE
number of latest winter Suits and
O'Coats from a leading New York manufacturer, and we are now preparing to offer the men of Las Vegas the greatest
We want
savings ever shown here.
every man and young man in the city to
take advantage of these prices, and while
they last, you will find Suits and Coats
ranging formerly from $17.50 to $27.50.
PRICES ARE NOW

Save Your Dollars While You Gan

minerals.
Get a bottle of S. S. R. today nt any
Read the important folder wrapdruggist.
It tells of the
ped around the bottle.
work being done by a famous medical dewith
aids
and
partment,
helps that have
proven of wonderful value to those suffering with blood diseases, for a special
book on the subject written by an expert,
address The Swift Specific Co., !7 Swift
For nearly half a
Bldg., Atlanta, Oa.
century S. S. S. has been the safeguard
of a myriad of people who are living examples of what wonders can be accomplished
by this famous blood purifier. Get a bottle
today but refuse all substitutes.

or

CCSECT GAI2ENIS FG2 MEN

EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO

CATTLE DEALS
Santa Fe, Oct. 16. A million dol
lars' worth of cattle are to be shipped
to Los Angeles from southern New
Mexico the next few weeks, more than
24,000 head having been contracted
for. Because of the abundant forage
cattle have fattened and will be plac
ed on the meat block in California.
The cattle will fill 695 Southern Pa
cific cars. The cattle will average
almost $50 a head, the top price received for many a year. A huge meat
demand in southern California is re
sponsible for the movement.
BIG

POSITIVELY

MASTERS

CROUP

Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
cuts the thick choking mucus, and
clears away the phlegm. Opens up
the air passages and stops the hoarse
cough. The gasping, strangling fight
for breath gives way to quiet breathing and peaceful sleep. Harold Berg,
Mass, Mich., writes :"We give Foley's
Honey and Tar to our children for
croup and it always acts quickly." O.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv.

mm

FREIGHT

Stop Those Early Bronchial Coughs
They hang on all winter If not
checked, and pave the way for serious
throat and lung diseases. Get a bot
tle of Foley's Honey and Tar Com
pound, and take it freely. Stops
coughs and colds, heals raw inflamed
throat, loosens the phlegm and Is
mildly laxative. Best for children
and grown persons. No opiates. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv.
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RIVERS
Had Taken

Hi
Weight Tn Medlcir.
Faucett of Gillsville, Ga say
he had taken his weight in medicin
for headache and constipation bii
never used anything that did him s
much good as Chamberlain's Tablet;
For sale by all dealers. Adv.
M. D.

Subscribe for The Optic.
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SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Ji"
Have

You an Old
Coffee Pot?

Then we will buy it for SI. OO bat you must
act quickly as this offer is for a limited time only.
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"THERUAX" Electric

Persistent

if you sell us your old coffee
will be $5.93.

pot, otherwise the price

This percolator is made by Landera, Frary and Clark,
makers of the famous UNIVERSAL Products and has
the patented pumping device which insures the greatest
amount of circulation through the coffee grounds. This
' ;;
pi feature will save
rP :T

ni

'

i

Your Coffee Bill

One-Thir- d

as less coffee is required than when made in the
coffee pots.
The "THEUMAX" Percolator is mad cf heavy on,
nickel plated. The inside Is co.itoj
'i rf". t
1
I .
finished. It Is equipped with a
Safety Device which prevents all icM ".'y t t rs
damage to tlw percolator.

Question

The question has been asked, "In

what way are Chamberlain's Tablets
superior to pills?" The answer is,
"They are more mild and gentle in
.S"SCt
end more reliable. Besides
the appetite, cleanse
improve"
they
Washington, Oct. ib A proposed
and fcylsorate the stomach, correct
increase in the freight rates on hides disorders of the IIvm
lonve the
from points in New Mexico and Ari- bowels in a natural aild
Healthy
while the use of pills, owins
zona to Los Angeles, Calif., from 80
ceiitg to $1.20 a hundred pounds, was to their drastic effect, is often followed by constipation." For sale ty ail
iifkl by the interstate commerce com- dealers. Adv.

I:

Coffee Percolator

establishing through passenger train
service between Galveston and Cali
fornia points at the beginning of next
month. While the new "cut-off- "
line
between Coleman, Texas, and Mexico,
on the Texas-NeMexico border, a
distance of about 325 miles, has been
finished and openeuv to local traffic,
the putting on of the heavy passenger
and freight equipment for through
service was delayed until the roadbed
could become fully settled. The cutoff is reallya link in a new transcontinental road, as it gives the Santa
Fe a direct line between the Pacific
and the Gulf of Mexico, with a prospective extension from a point on the
system in Louisiana to New Orleana.
A

COMMEP.CE COMMISSION MAKES
RULING AFFECTING NEW
MEXICO

Mexico and Colorado because the j
pie of New Mexico contend that a '
proportionate part of the water
the Rio Grande originating in Co:
ado I diverted in that stale, to t;
detriment of interests in New Mexi
These international and
are now being inver
'
gated under competent authority, a
the results of the stream flow me;:
urements contained in this report
the geological survey constitute f
part of the evidence that will be us
In the final decisions.
In addition j
the results procured by the survey I
with the states of Nc!
Mexico and Colorado, the report coj
tains records of the discharge of V't
Rio Grande proper, obtained by ti
international
boundary commissloj
the stations at which the measur
ments were made being at El Pas
Presidio, Langtry, Devils River, Eagi
Pass, Laredo, Roma and Brownsvil'f
i
all in Texas.

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

NEW TRAIN SERVICE
Austin, Texas, Oct. 16. Arrangements are being made by the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railroad for

con-'dltlo-

m..i mmm

VOLUME OF TEXAS

Washington, Oct. 16. The determination of the amount of water flow
ing in the streams of the Rio Grande
basin, which covers the greater part
uf New .Mexico, large areas in south
ern Colorado, and a considerable ter
ritory in Texas and old Mexico, is of
unusual Importance to that region,
which is for the most part an arid
agricultural country, entirely depend
ent on its streams for irrigation.
A report made public today by the
United States geological survey con
tains records for 1912 of the discharge
of the Rio Grande and its principal
tributaries, together with that of the
Brazos river and Colorado river in
Texas.
The data are of international im
portance for it is alleged that the inequitable diversion of the water in
both Colorado and New Mexico has
destroyed large agricultural values In
Mexico.
Certain issues have also
arisen between the states of New

mission to be reasonable. The commission held:
"It is well established that neither
the carriers nor the commission may
predicate rates on the necessities of
the shippers and that efforts to equal
ize market competition may not justify or require rates that are unreas
onable low, nor permit unjust discri- roir.ation."
The interstate commerce commis
sion today declared to be lawful pro- ixised increases in the proportional
freight rates on grain and grain pro- duets from Kansas City, Mo., to Port
Arthur, Texas, for export, applicable
to traffic originating nt various points
in Kansas and Nebraska. The railDeafness Cannot Be Cured ,
roads are required, however, to cancel
by local applications, asthey cannot the tariffs under suspension and subreach the diseased portion of the ear. stitute others, omitting certain feat-There is only one way to cure deaf- urea objected to by the commission.
ness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness Is caused by an
OLDER BOYS IN BIRMINGHAM
inflamed condition of the mucus linBirmingham, Ala., Oct. 16. A stateing of the Eustachian Tuba When wide conference of
"older boys" asthis tube is inflamed you have a rumsembled in this city today under the
bling; sound
hearing, and
of the Alabama Sunday
when it is entirely closed, Deafness ie auspices
School association.
The purpose of
the result, and unless the inflammathe conference, which will continue
tion can be taken out and this tube
in session over Sunday, is to enlist
restored to its normal condition, hearthe youths from 15 to 21 years of age
ing will be destroyed forever; nine in
the work of the Sunday school and
cases out of ten are caused hy Cato train them for Christian leadership.
U.
tarrh, which is nothing but an
The three days' program of the concondition of the mucous surference provides for every phase of
faces.
the
boy's life physical, mental, spiritWe will give One Hundred Dollars
ual and social. A "Grand Indian CounI'd
for any case of Deafness (caused by
cil" will be held, led by John L. Alcatarrh) that cannot be cured by exander of
Addresses on
Chicago.
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circuwork will be made by boys
boys
lar free.
themselves, and a "Forward Step"
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
meeting fp.r deeper personal conseSold by Druggists, 75c.
cration will be held on the closing
Take Hall's Family Pills for
afternoon of the conference.

HIDES WILL PAY A

HI!

Poisons In the blood, so undermine the
health as to leave the system in a lowl
state or resistance.
But use S. S. 8. for
a brief time and you flare up the vital
spark of blood vlRor. It sweeps Its way
all through the body, dislodges rheumatism,
relieves catarrhal congestion,
clears the
throat and bronchial tubes, dries up all
skin eruptions, enables the kidneys. Jlver,
bladder and luns to work promptly and
effectively In carrying Impurities out of the
circulation. S. 8. S. is the best known
medicine for the blood and has the confidence of a host of people.
They know
It is harmless to the stomach and experience has shown that it accomplishes all
that was ever expected of mercury, iodide
of potash, arsenic and other destructive

n

III

CLO

fifty-seve-

aores national forests; 12,000,000 acres
in farms and reaches and 1 2,000,000
acres in Indiana reservation Indian
an.l private grants. Of the irrigated
area almost 2,000,000 acres in under
individual and partnership irrigation
eiterprises; 50,000 acres under commercial enterprises; almost 300,000
acres under
or community enterprises; 30,000 acres under the
Indian service; and under the United
Slates reclamation service, including
the area to be reclaimed by the Elephant Butte project, 150,000 acres.
However, water supply is available if
properly stored, to reclaim and farm
more than 2,000,000 acres.

ll

Err,wl
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Delegates in large
number assembled in Boston today
and took part in the annual confer
ence of the Young Men's Christian
Association of Massachusetts and
Rhode Island, plans for health education were discussed at the morning
session and representatives of numerous colleges reported on experiences
in various phases of community service. These reports showed that during the past year 1,052 students, representing 18 educational institutions,
were engaged in various forms of
n
social service. Two hundred and
were active in promoting programs of service with men in the Industries, especially those unable to
speak English. The immigrant de
partment carried on work with 35 na
tionalities and 312 classes were held,
enrolling 6.652 students, taught by 507
teachers.
Boston, Oct, 16.

Drive Out Impurities and
Make the Skin Smooth
and Clear.

ACRE
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Y, M. C. A. CONFERENCE

Give Ysiir Blood

Tha Vital Spsrk
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TUB FAIR
The state fair has again gone into
E
history. There Is the usual chorus of
complaint that it wasn't a state fair
ESTABLISHED 1871
aiid that it didn't come up to specifications, says the Sana Fe New Mexican,
PudIUnw by
The New Mexican doesn't want to
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO,
be
unpleasantly critical or carping. It
(Incorporated)
doesn't want to appear in the liglit of
"knocking" Albuquerque. But as a
m. M. PAOGETT....
Editor.
state, not an Albuquerque institution,
something ought to be done about this
state fair. It is unsatisfactory, it Is
not a state fair; it does not delivei
the goods; and every frank newspaper
in
the state will join us in the state
Entered at the postoffice at East
ment
that it is not a success.
Iam Vegas, New Mexico tor traas-8ilslo-n
do not assume to say what the
We
through the United States
Uouble is. Perhaps it is insufficient
Is tilt at second class matter.
money ; there may be many things the
nu tter with the fair. At all events it
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
is up to' the "people and the legislature of New .Mexico to realize that
Dally, by Carrier
.06
1
i
Copy
something must be done. We must
16 'have a state fair. We must have an an- Ome Week
65 niiul developmont'-exposltioand holiOae Month
7.80
state.
the
of
the
for
people
One Year
time
day
Dally, by Mall
Albuquerque is the central city and
16.00 the
Cue Year (In advance)
only practical place to hold the
- 8.00 fair.
$lx Months (in advance)
7.00
One Tear (In arrears)
One suggestion occurs to us. A San
3.60
mr Months fin arrears)
Juan county farmer told us the other
day that the largest cash prize offered county exhibitors was $130. He conWEEKLY OPTIC AND 8TOCK
trasted this with the vastly disproporGROWER
12.00 tionate largest purse offered in the
Yeer
1.00 hcrse racing. He declared that If sums
tax Months
like $500 and $1,000 were offered agricultural and livestock exhibitors, and
(Cash In Advancs for Mall
inducements made of sufficient size to
Subscriptions.)
redly interest the state empire build
Remit by check, draft or money ers;, it would be easy to get together
rder. If sent otherwise we will not every year a procllucts exposition
e responsible for loss.
which would bring people from all
Specimen copies tree on application. over the southwest He called atten-tioto the fact that livestock sales at
AT the Iowa sate fair every year ran Into
ALL. PAPERS DISCONTINUED
EXPIRATION OF TIME
hundreds of thousands of dollars and
PAID FOR
Uhe (possibility of making the fair
a trade and commercial as well as an
exhibition event.
Advertisers are euaranteed the
It the fair needs more money, let
circulation
argeBt daily and weekly
state wake up and appropriate it.
this
f any newspaper In northern New Tf
needs more thought and ability
it
efexlca
and Ingenuity, certainly we ought to
be able to find it In this state. If it
TELEPHONES
needs abler management, we ought to
be able to supply it At all events we
luslness Office ... .........Main
..Main 2 ought to do something and do somertsws DeDartment
thing at once to make this annual
event one to which we shall always
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 14, 1914.
and
look backward with pleasure
pride instead of apologies.
o
Once more the charge of fostering
:i;iouopolies has been laid at the door
SA.FFTY AT SEA
This time
Twenty-fiv; the republican party.
years ago today repreSanta Fe New Mexican is the ac- - sentatives of 21 nations met in Wash
user, stating that the republican par- ington to lay down uniform mJes for
y
ocean travel and traffic. It was the
ty has under its control or in its
maritime confer
a vast majority of all the crooks, first International
some ot us
Jiars, thieves and rutbless robbers in ence. It was world-wide- ,
JVcw Mexico.
If a republican legisla- members coming from such distant
ture is elected this fall, the New countries as Siam, China and Hawaii.
Mexican states, everybody will be
The purpose was voiced by Secretary
of about everything worth pos- of State Blaine, who said: "The
sessing.
spoken language of the world will conThis kind of dope will hurt the tinue to be niuby, but necessity comcause espoused by the New Mexican mands that the
unspoken languages
a great deal more than it could pos-ill- of the sea shall be one." In those
benefit it. Everybody knows
days the "languages of the seas" were
that the only difference between a indeed many. Some of the rules were
democrat, a republican and a progres- heritages of centuries back, and in
sive is a difference in political be- conflict with the rules of other naliefs. All taken as a whole, are de- tions. One of the first
steps toward
cent, respectable citizens. Each has
ocean travel safe was taken
making
different Idea as to how a governby American Commander. Maury, who
ment or a state should be run, but
mapped the currents of the sea. Even
ach, being a, taxpayer and a citizen, before the civil war he advocated that
ts anxious to see that the government
c
would follow ceror the state is- conducted along what tain lanes andships
avoid
icebergs and
Tie believes to be correct, economical
The
dangerous
fogs.
adopt
assembly
arid efficient lines. Neither party con ed these
and
the
suggestions
during
tains all the good men of the state
11 weeks which tbf .sessions covered
nor all of the bad ones.
many minor points," such as fog sigThe Optic Is a supporter of the re
nals, limits of local draughts, the sea
In
believes
because
it
publican party
Worthiness of vessels, fixed responsi
republican principles and believes that
bility for wrecks, systems of buoys
ad
New Mexico, under republican
and
beacons, as well as tests for sight
ministration, Is mors efficiently gov-rne- and color
blindness, were made standthan under officers of other po ard
throughout the world.
litical faiths. It does not believe that
Today the 2,000,000 and more ocean
the republican party has a .monopoly
travelers who cross the Atlantic ocean
of
thieves
and
crooks
all
the
upon
year, not to mention countless
the state or that New Mexicans would every
millions who travel seas in other
f!ud themselves robbed if the coming
election results In the choice of a re- parts of the world, are safeguarded
by not only the uniform rules whose
publican majority to sit in the lower
foundations were laid a quarter of
liouse of the legislature.
It is sad to observe that the New a century ago, but many newJones.
Some are to overcome new" elements
keepMexican, after
of
danger brought about by new dis
ing Its harsh language on. the back
in propulsion, and others to
coveries
ehelf for bo long, should be obliged
to put it in circulation once more In regulate the use of new discoveries
a vain effort to give emphasis to Its and Inventions serviceable in saving
life, at sea. Under this head comes
f ampaign arguments.
The people of New Mexico, though wireless telegraphy and submarine
they allowed a personal fight on the bells. These rules apply to all kinds
republican candidate for governor to of vessels, even to the more than
Induce them to put a democrat in the 300,000 motor boats that are estimat
executive chair at the first state elec- ed to be afloat today in American
tion, were too smart to be tricked waters. Since the adoption of rules
Srsto electing a democratic legislature, for ocean traffic the ratio of wrecks
tecanse they knew democratic ineffi- was greatly decreased, although the
ciency of old. Subsequent events have number oi vessels has Increased, and
e in some parts of the world the seas
convinced them that they made a
In electing McDonald, who has have become so crowded by constanttiffin rattling around inside the shell ly passing vessels that they are al
of a big man's job, tmabl eto fill it, most congested. The largest percent
vct since he was inanenirated. The age of wrecks occurs among the ves
coming state election will result in the sels dependent upon sails and fickle
winds. The total number of vessels
selection of a larger majority of
in the legislature than at of all kinds wrecked along the United
r
States coast during 1913 was 522, in
tho last sspswion. And the next
a
be
will
state
this
of
republi- - which $1,721,212 in value of ships was
lost and 55 persona perished.
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FULTZ
New York, Oct. 16.

The Baseball
Players' fraternity announced today
that David L. Fultz had been
president for a term of three years
at the annual meeting of the board of
directors yesterday. Edward M. Reul-bacwas elected secretary.; The fol
lowing were elected vice presidents
and members of the advisory board:
Raymond Wl, Collins, Jacob E. Dau- ibert, John P. Henry, Frank M." Mc- Dermott, John B. Miller and Edward
"
Zimmerman. Features of the basebe
are
to
taken
ball contract which
up later with the national commission were discussed and decided on,
it was said, but were not made public.
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Three Points

To consider in Selecting Your Bank.

Washington, Oct.

16.

Senate:

11 a. m.

as framed by finance committee.
Petitions presented urging legislation for relief of cotton producers.
House: Met at noon.
Considered miscellaneous bills.

Smith, United States commissioner of fisheries, woo has been
connected with a federal demonstra
tion to sardine packers of methods of
improving the Maine sardine output.
He says:
"In 1913 France exported to the
United States sardines varied at
Norway sent 100,000 cases,
and thousands of cases came from
But it
England, Spain and Tortgual.
was left for the state of Maine to hold
the foremost place in supplying the
United States. Its output in 1913
was 800,000
cases, valved at more
than $2,000,000, which is double the
value of the French "mportations.
"This year all imported sardines
will be among the missing luxuries on
account of the great war. Norway
has officially forbiddai the export of
them, believing there will be a shortage of food at home; Fi'ance can get
neither fishermen, packers, nor
on account of the war, t,o
now Maine has the opportunity to step
in and claim the right of way over all
States
other nations. The United
bureau of fisheries is convinced that
if the state appreciates the opening
and looks to quality rather than to
quantity, it can win out. There is
an abundance of material within easy
reach. The condition of the sardine
fishery In Europe resulting from the
war has given the sardine canners of
Maine a chance that may never come
again to occupy the market that has
been largely given over to foreign
But if American sardines are
goods..
to be raised to the French standard
the Maine fisheries must resort to
great care and precautions, both in
catching and canning"
Ml,

trans-ponptio- n

The unthinking life some people
lead often "causes trouble and sickness, Illustrated by the experience of
this lady.
"About four years ago I suffered
dreadfully from indigestion, always
having eaten whatever I liked, not
thinking of the digestible qualities.
This indigestion caused palpatation of
the heart so badly I could scarcely
walk up a flight of stairs without
and
stopping to regain breath
strength.
"I became alarmed and tried dieting, wore my clothes very loose, and
used other remedies, but found no relief.

"Hearing of the virtues of Grape-Nut- s
and Postum, I commenced Using
them In place of my usual breakfast
of coffee, cakes or hot biscuit, and in
one week's time ; I,. was- - relieved of
sour stomach and other ills attending
indigestion, j, Jn a month's time my
heart was performing its functions
naturally and I could climb stairs and
hills and walk long distances.
"I gained ten pounds in this short
time, and my skin became clear and
I completely regained, my health and
strength. I continue to use Grape-Nut- s
and Postum for I feel that I owe
my good health entirely to their use.
"I like the delicious
flavour of
Grape-Nut- s
and by making Postum ac- cording to directions, it tastes stmi-lar to mild high grade coffee.". Name
given by Postum Co., Battle Creek,
1

,

jeweler
Las Vegas,

.

.and Optician
New Mexico
.

You Will Find
Ii
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TONIGHT

flagship West Virginia at La Paz, predicted the speedy restoration of peace
"'
in Lower California.
The admiral says that Colonel Men-de- z
chief of the Yaqui Indian forces
in that quarter, has just returned to
La Paz from Muelege and that everything was quiet there, with no neces
sity for soldiers. He expected to re
turn to Guaymas today.
Woman and Child Hurt
Naco, Ariz., Oct 16 A Mexican
woman and a Mexican child were
wounded here several hundred yards
from the international boundary In the
fighting about Sonora. Two shells
from Governor Maytorena's
guns
burst on the American side, but did

no damage.
Conquest Abandoned
On Board United States Ship West
Virginia, Santa Rosalia, Mexico, Oct.
15 (via wireless to San Diego, Oct.
The projected conquest of Lower
16)
California by Yaqui Indians allied
with General Francisco Villa's revolution will be abandoned and all but
a policing' force of 40 men will return
to Guaymas. Assurances to this effect were given to Rear Admiral Howard aboard his flagship, the West Virginia, here today by the chief of all
the Yaquls. He promised that his expeditionary force would embark for
the east shore of "the Gulf of California tomorrow. The Yaqui movement against La Paz also has own
abandoned, Admiral Howard was told.
Harbor Full of Shipping ;
The harbor of Santa Rosalia is congested with foreign shipping tied up
by the European war. The big steamer Santa Rosalia, belonging to the
United States Steel corporation, has
been changed from British to American registry and sailed from here for
Europe under the stars and stripes.
I.

THINK HARD
It Pays to Think About Food

...

MY

(Continued From Page One.)

SARDINE TRADE
CAPTURE
Bangor, Me., Oct. 10. That the sardine canneries of Maine now have the
greatest opportunity of their history
before them is the opinion of Dr.

Mich.'

Robert J. Taupert

(Continued

from Page One)

Seven thousand perauns came from
in two days, Their advent
swamped the town, of the women on
the boats unable to docic many are
separated from their husbands and
children. : .These refugees left Ostand
Monday night. The captains of ships
which already have docked declare
they saw hundreds of persons leaving
Ostend in small row boats, hoping: to
reach some point on che rfrencu coaft
Hundreds of others boarded littie
trawlers and sail boa.s, which are
still straggling into Dover. Their passengers often had been without food
for 36 hours.
Many small boats from Belgium are
putting in to Lowestoft and Folkstona
These craft are manned mostly by
volunteers who know nothing of the
English ports and heaa in whei-evethey can see docking facilities. There
are many Antwerp refugees among
the crowds at Dover. When' some of
to advices to the
nila.
Accordin
willing to return to Antwerp in case
arrangements for their repatriation
can be completed with" the German
government they declare emphatically
they would never return so long as
the Germans were In possession. It
is estimated that 35,000 refugees have
landed here and at Folkestone since
Wednesday. Several thousand other
Belgians have come from Calais,
where many others are still waiting
ships.
Belgium

MAY
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is the most complete in the state and
for prompt grinding and repairing is
excelled by none. .
Work sent us by mail is returned
by the first return post.

BE ATTACKED

re-

sumed.
Adopted taxes on tobacco and wine
and telegraph and telepnone messages

Hugh

CRUZ

Met

Consideration of war revenue bill

OPTICAL DEPARTMENT

$125,000.00

VERA

1

at

'& Trust Company
Peoples Bank
Capital and Surplus

TODAY IN CONGRESS

I

OUR.

.

First: Will my money be safe?
Second: Can 1 get it when I want it?
Third: Will my bank be able and willing to give me financial aid
'
when I need it?
With ample capital and surplus, conservatively managed by directors
who have been successful in their business affairs, this bank offers safety
and prompt and liberal service to depositors of responsibility.

h
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trans-Atlanti-
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The most perfect food in the rtortd.
Trial of Grape-Nut- a
and ; cream ?0
days proves. "There's a Reason."
Look in pkgs. for the little hook,
"The Road to Wellville."
Ever read the above letter? A new
one appears from time to time. They
are genuine, true, and full of human
"
Interest,

Casas Grandes Attacked

El Paso, Tex.. Oct. 16. Casas
Grandes, a town in Chihuahua, 150
miles southeast of Juarez, was attacked last night by a band of Mexicans
styled filibusters by the Carranza and
Villa representatives here Both Carranza and Villa men told today of the
attack last night and said it came
from
several scattering filibuster
bands operating in western Chihuahua, who have later been collected under one leadership. The town of Casas Grandes Is garrisoned by 300 Villa
soldiers and they succeeded in beating off the attacks, according to Villa's
j.
agents in Juarez.

MASONS

TO DANCE

FOR CESIETEIIV BENEFIT
AFFAIR TUESDAY EVENING WILL!
OCCUR IN COMMERCIAL ,f; ii
i
CLUB ROOMS
t
i

The Masonic Cemetery association
has announced that it will give a
dance and card party in the rooms of
the Commercial club on the evening
of Tuesday, October 20. The proceeds
will be used for the purpose of mak
ing some much needed improvements
at the cemetery. The Masonic cemetery ia not n restricted interest,
though it belongs to the Masonic fraternity, as thousands of Las Vegas
families have reltives and friends at
rest out there on the hillside. The
Masons have improved the property
greatly vrf'hin the pat two or three
years, the erection of the handsome
gate lodge being the most notable Improvement. Dancing will occur In the
Commercial club rooms, while cards
will he played upstairs in the Masonic rooms, where refreshments will
also be served.

r
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the best in all

SEASON'S
m&asmss
Prime fed steers $9.G510.75; western steers $6.509; calves $6.50
10.50.
Sbeep, receipts 4,000. Market steady.
Lambs $6.907.40; yearlings $5.256,
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Oct, 16. Wrheat bulged in

price here today, owing to higher quotations at Liverpool and because of
yesterday's large export sales on this
sido of the Atlantic, After opening
to
higher, and scoring a little
German Plans Upset;
the market receded to
further
rise,
15
(via London, Oct
Petrograd, Oct.
level.
The close was
last
night's
16 ) Fighting between German and
1 to 1
net advance.
cents
at
steady
Russian troops is now going on with
Wet weather proved only a tempor
Russian
miles
of Warsaw,
in eight
Poland.
The official decision to defend the
city of Warsaw is regarded here as
important in two ways. First: It in
dicates that the Germans have been
thwarted in their attempts to straight
en their front along a north and south
lino so that it would extend from
60 miles northeast of Warsaw, through Sandomir into Galicia;
and Second: The Germans have "been
obstructed In their plan to use Warsaw as winter quarters. v
With the exception of an engagement south of Przemysl, where the
Russian left wing is reported as having been successful In repulsing the
advancing Austrian and German's activity at various points to the south.
German troops are around Polangen
and Jurburg, just across the boundary
of northeast Prussia. The Russians
at present are making no effort to
advance farther than the east boundary of east Prussia. Here the fighting has ceased, while along the southern limits of east Prussia there are
few troops of either army until the
Vistula river is reached. Here the
Get mans are endeavoring to advance
along the left bank of the stream to
avert the strong fortress of Georgevsk
on the right bank.
The Russian experts, are of the
'''
'.:.!
opinion that the German plan is to
war
east
the
into
attempt tOiCarry
I
Galicia !and the temberg district.' This
.
is. Indicated by the German abandon
ment of attempts to advance eastward
into Russia In favor of the project of
striking southward. -

2531

ary scource of firmness in corn. The
V4 to
opening, which ranged from
was
'A to
followed
by a
higher,
decided general decline. The close
wus steady 'Vs' to
above last
'
nlaht
Cats held comparatively steady.
Figures confirming reports of a hig
decrease in the Chicago stock of lard
gave support to provisions. Thle closing quotations were:
Wheat, Dec. 1.13; May 7.18.

l1

66:

Corn. Dec.

uats, uec.

4S;

way

Pork. Jan. $18.65.
T.nr.l Nov tin 4(1!
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Warsaw Undisturbed
Paris, Oct. 16. A Havas Agency dis
patch from Petrograd says that, wore!
is received there from Warsaw that
thj people of the city are returning
aLd the banks are resuming business.
A hattle is being fought about 30
miies from Warsaw. The Germans en
deavored to take the heights ' about
seven miles from the town, but were
repulsed. A number of German aero
planes are employed in reconnaissance.
KANSAS

CITY LIVE STOCK
Kansas City, Oct.
receipts
000.
Market steady. Bulk $7.10ffJ
7.45; heavy $7.23(y,7.45; pigs $6.50

CORSET SPECIALS

$2,50

s

$3.00

-

$3,50

VALUES

This Week for $2,19
They ere slightly soiled and the sizes are broken,
"EVERY PAIR GUARANTEED"

Till STORE

F QUALITY

gs,

7.00.
Cattle, receipts

1,500.

Market steady.
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mill plana on Qd2q Saturday
illandfay only.
100 Broken sizes of Men's Suits that formerly sold at $17.00 $20 and $25 of the celebrated Makes
as Styles Plus & Society Brand, All the Seasons latest Snappy Patterns and style. Tour choice for
V$q

iJD ALTERHT1QMB MADE
SPOT GASH.

.

BEN

HE PALACE CLOTHING CO.

Mr. and Mrs. II. T. Newby left on Leonardo Montoyo, Estaban Gutierrez,
a short vacation trip today to nearby Juan F. Kavanaugh, Luis Madrid, Lupoints.
ciano R. Baca, Francoscq Esquibel and
Mr. and Mrs. H. Mohr left last night Fablo TJlibarrL The precinct central
committee chosen consisted of the
Mr.
Mohr
is
Ind.
lerre
Haute,
is
in
St.
Louis
Moore
of
following men: E. Romero, L R.
H.
Frank
in the local yards.
Baca and Francisco Esquibel. Over
the city for a brief stay.
H. C.
for some time night this primary E. Romero presided as
j. II. Morris of Denver is registered wulchmanBrooks,
in the local Santa Fe yards, chairman, and Luciano R. Baca acted
at one of the local hotels.
He is succeed- as secretary.
W." M. Mills "of Albuquerque is in. left today for Texas.
ed by R. C. Bradley of Albuquerque.
the city for a brief stay.
J. B. Mcllvane, who has been acting
E. D. Raynolds left last night on a
as
a dispatcher in the Santa Fe offices HAY REOPEN
to
Kansas
business trip
City.
John J. Fox Is among the more re- for some months, left for Albuquerque
today. After a short vacation he will
cent arrivals in Las Vegas.
STOCK EXCH.4NGF
return to Las Vegaa to take a regular
?
W. T. Keady of La Junta is stopping
position in the railroad offices.
fceer for a few days on business.
PROMINENT
N.
ENGLISH TREASURY
Y.,
of
Frank
Julius
Rochester,
OFFICIAL SAYS CONDITIONS
is in Las Vegas for a few flys.
f
ARE NORMAL
Bias Sanchez of Wagon Mound isiri WEST SIDE PRIMARIES
the city for a short business visit.
New
York, Oct. 1Q. Sir George
Jose Gutierrez of Las Ventanas, N.
AKE FULL OF GINGER
advisor
on
to the British chana
the
is
Paish,
in
buying trip.
M.,
city
cellor of the exchecquer, reached New
J. D. Hand left last night for BirINDICATIONS ARE REPUBLICANS Xork today aboard the steamer Baltic
mingham, Ala., on a business trip.
OF GREATER LAS VEGAS
to confer with treasury
E. S. Shoecraft of Phoenix, Ariz.,
department
ARE UNITED
officials at Washington and bankers
is registered at one of the local hotels.
and financiers in this city in regard
N. Shoor, a business man.of San
The republicans of Precinct B on to the establishing of a basis of exFrancisco, is in the city for a brief
the West side held a primary Wed- change between this country and Eng.
slayMiss Agnes Cottam of Clyde, Kas.,; nesday evening to elect delegates to land.
Hir George said that he was here at
is among yesterday's arrivals in Las the county convention. Adelaido
of- the invitation of the secretary of the
was
elected
Other
president
Vegas.
Roman
He was accompanied by
L. G. Harris and1 W. C. Clarke of' ficers were as follows:
treasury.
first vice president;
Felipe Basil Blackett, an official of theBriL-is- h
Raton are registered at one of the
Lopez, second vice president ; Pablo
u
treasury.
city's hotels.
Fourteen dele"While I am in America,'1 said Sir
B. B. Clayton and, .Monroe Ilonea Jaramillo, secretary.
f
a vote, were George, "I expect to investigate the
of Portales, N. M., are in the city for gates, each with
fleeted as follows: Secundino Ro- situation so far as the, handling of
;
a short stay.
j,
i
the cotton crop and Its financing is
William Balfour, transportation in- mero, Roman Gallegos, Lorenzo
Manuel Sanchez Damacio Maes, concerned, as well as the exchange
spector of the Santa Fe ,was in Las
Adelaido Tafoya, Pedro Ortiz, Jose P. situation. England is vitally interestVegas today.
1 Mares,
Manuel Gallegos, Tom King, ed in the cotton situation here.
No.
on
left
train
Jarrell
Joe
Mrs,
"We shall discuss the whole finantoday for Lamy to visit her husband, Serafin Baca, Charles A.Spiess, Antonio Gallegos, Antonio C. de Baca. cial situation with treasury officials
who Is stationed at that place.
Mrs. Canuto Barela left today for The following were selected as mem- at Washington and New York finanwhere she bers of! the precinct central commit ciers and clearing house, officials. I
Pai: Bernardino, Calif.,
will make a long visit to her daugh- tee: Felipe Lopez, Secundino Romero, am not aware of any plan for the
Lorenzo Delgado, Adelaido Tatoya, establishment of a gold clearing house
ter.
W. H. Fisk, car clerk for the Santa Damacio Maes, Manuel Sanchez and in America; in fact, we have no specified plan, but we hope to arrive at
,Fe railway, left today for Trinidad Jose P. Mares.
In Precinct 6 the primary was pre- some definite
conclusion after our
where he will remain for several
sided over by Susano Montano as conference."
mouths.
Sir George and Mr. Blackett said
Storekeeper Jl B. McCoy returned chairman, and Placido Beltran acted
Eighteen delegates they thought that before the British
to Las Vegas last night from an as secretary.
vote in the conven- moratorium expired on November 4
extensive trip over the local division each with one-hal-f
tion
as follows: O. A. some plan might be arranged whereby
were
elected
of the Santa Fe.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Winn, who have Larrazolo, Fidel Ortiz, Amador TJl- the London stock exchange might te
l)een making an extended visit to ibarrl, William B. Stapp, Refugio
reopened.
Manuel Martinez, Luis B.
friends in Texas, returned to Las Ve"Financial conditions in London are
L. O., Ilfeld, Susano Montano, now practically normal,' Sir George
gas last night Mr. Winn will take up
his duties as bill clerk In the local rail- Gregorio Gutierrez, Zacarias Garcia, said.1 "I consider that we are ready
:
'
Ramon Ulibarri, Felix Garcia y Gu- to weather any storm and we do not
road offices at onco..
iii
o
rl."
M.arrlv-etierrez, Desiderlo C. de Baca,
J. F. Ulibarri of Delia?,
expect any trouble when the moraAngel, Cleofes Armijo and torium expires'."1' There is much, gold
In Las Vegas this morning , with
The following were in London at the present time and tne
lils daughter, Miss Gertrude Ulibarri, Higinio Maes.
who will enter the Normal University selected as members of the precinct government will protect those who
to prepare for a career as a teacher. committe: William B, Stapp, Fidel are unable to pay thejj: debts which
Romero Ortiz, Amador Ulibarri, Gregorio Gu- are due on November 4."
MJrJ., (and Mrst ISieenndino
tierrez .and Calistro Gurule.
and Cecil Paice, who have
Sir George estimated that America
In Precinct 3 the original number still owed England approximately
Denver by auto, returned last evening,
the trip having taken ten daysMr. of delegates allowed to the precinct
to $50,000,000 in gold. When
Romero 'bought a new Chalmers Six was elected, each member to have a asked if England would insist on gold
oar In the Colorado City, and ""broke full vote In the convention. The dele- payments, he said:
'
gates chosen were: Eugenio Romero,
it In" oh the return trip." '
"'My reply is that as a great and
wealthy nation you are just as anxious
"1 to pay your debts as we are to have
you pay them. Your cotton experts
meal
at this season would normally" pay the
. Delicious
large balance against'1 you.' This is
one of the reasons wby I want to take
up the cotton situation while here."
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Cabin Syrup with pancakes, nvaffles, biscuits
and frittersbut you're

i-

ENGLAND'S

MEDICAL AUTHORITY

SLAHS COFFEE USE

ITALIAN

FORE!

h

Says Its All Right As a Medicine but
Not As a Food Contains Destructive Drug Caffeine
I ''Tea: "and coffee are not, in! any
sense? food, therefore cannot add co

structive tissue to our bodies," declares Dr. Joseph M: Alken.'ol Omaha,
MINISTER DEAD Neb. "This Is not the worst of It,"
says Dr. Aikin. "Any substance that
MARQUIS SAN GU1LIANO HELPED is not wholly a. food, or that contains
KEEP HIS COUNTRY OUT, ,
destructive In excess of constructive
OF THE WAR
elements for tissue building, is harm--

missing real treats; if
that's all you use.
''

TOWLE'S

1

full..

MAPLE SYRUP

"Sweet" Home, Indeed

It's

wonderful as a flavoring
for pies, cakes and puddings
great on hominy, fried mush
and beans.
Your grocer sells Log Cabin Syrup in
full measure
cans
Quality and purity guaranteed.
Order a can today.
Tie Towle Kaple Products Corcpasy

...,,

Sales Sifln.rjqumlisfs!
People Gai Buitdictg, Ciiic&go

finerioN St, Paul, Minu.i St. Johnnbury, Vt.

fi

It was said
at
the
offices
of
the
that
company
The crew of the
they expected to have the vessel
United Fruit company's steamer
sunk in a collision yesterday afloat within 24 hours.
n,

with American Hawaiian line steamer Iowan In Ambrose channel, began
WANTED Clean cotton
today to lighten a part of the cargo this office.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
H, W. Kelly, President
Jacob Gross, Vice-Pres- t.
Clarence Hen, Secy. & Treas.
Donald Steward,
C. C, Rabbins.

it
LOG CAEIN
SANDWICHES
Boil for five minutes, 1 cup
Loj? Cabin Syrup, H cup
chopped dutes, s cup chop-pe- d
pinea'raonds,
Remove. Add tealapple.
s f,. ion lemon juice.
Spread
on brend and wrapping In
oi'"d paper, letting- stand a
fow hours before serrinsr.'

ep

i

1)

Oscar Kidd and Bert Jay, the two
men who are being held for the killing of Paul Tyler at Roy Wednesday
morning were lodged in the county jail
on the West side last night They
will remain in' the jail until next Friday, when they1 will be transferred to
the Mora county jail at Mora, it is Te--'
ported.
It seems that Paul Tyler, the man
who was shot and! who died yester"
day morning of his wounds, telegraph
ed to the sheriffs office in Albuquer
que last Sunday that Kidd and Tyler's
wife and a little hoy 7 years old were
(bought to ne in the Duke City, and
to watch for them. It was thought
that they were going to California.
Mrs. Tyler was located by the officers
ot the Palace hotel, tmt no trace could
be found of Kidd. The woman and
the boy left Albuquerque Tuesday
evening for Los Angeles.
The officers say that they saw Kidd
in Albuquerque on f.tonday, and that
he appeared at the Santa Fe ticket
o.Tce and demanded a refund on Mrs.
Tyler's ticket to California. He Is
said to have given the name of Kidd
at that time. No attempt was made
to detain Mrs. Tyler in Albuquerque

food-drin-

i

i

k

A?

rags

East Las Vegas. N. M.

INOORPQRA TED

Wholesale Grocers
WOOL. HIDES

a PELTS,

BAIN WAGONS

LUMBER.

NAVAJO BLANKETS

EAGLE HAY PRESSES
n

ECONOMICAL
This does hot necessarily mean

FALL BUYING
the

cheapest

prices.

VAL.UUS

MUST BIS TAKEN INTO CONSIDERATION.

Trade at the store that shows you GOOD VALUES

for the

least

money.

THIS 13 ECONOMY THAT IS ECONOMY IN THE LONG RUN.
See our goods and ask us Questions. We are glad to have you make
comparisons, because we know that our buying power puts a !n a
position to mark our goods lower than those who purchase. l-- j ft
'
one, or a few stores. For Instance,
'
3 for $1.00 value Ladies' Men's or Children's Wool Hose.''...'.'
63o value Ladies' Fleeced 2 piece underwear . . ,". .
.'.
.'.49c
f 1.25 value Ladies' Wool 2 piece Underwear
So
'Children's Fleeced Underwear. According to size and kind. .1o to i3o
49o and CGs
Children's, Misses and Boys' Fleeced Unions
G5c value Men's
2
Fleeced
Heavy
piece Underwear
49q
$1.25 value Men's Heavy Fleeced Unions
l 's
$1.25 value Men's Wool 2 piece Underwear
;c
$1.50 value Men's Wool 2 piece Underwear
..It. 23
Men's Wool Unions at
$1.49 end $1.03
$1.25 value Boys and Girls Sweaters
.
$1.50 value Men's Sweaters
s
JS.00 value Wool Sweaters. .......
$t
;
$1.00 value "Wool Sweaters
The above is just an idea. We sell everything In Clothes,
Goods, Hats or Shoes at similarly low prices.
v

'

.........

;

LAS VEGAS' BUSIEST
On
7'-.-

e

STORE

at

fi

Albuquerque. N. M,
Pecos, N. M.
Trinidad, Colo.
Rowe. N.'M.
Santa Fe, N. M.

GROSS KELLY & CO.

TYLER

REPORT FROM ALBUQUERQUE IS
THAT THE COUPLE WAS IN
THAT CITY

The Italian foreign
"The caffeine and thein in coffee
minister, Marquis Antonio di San and tea are cerebral stimulants, the
Guiliano, died af 2:20 o'clock this tannic acid is an astringent, affecting
afternoon.
j especially the muscular fibres in the
The Marquis di San Guiliano was intestinal walla. They are useful as
taken ill a month ago with an affec- medicine, but not as food. Tea and
tion of the heart and for the last lew coffee inebriety is increasing more
days his death had been expected rapidly than our native born popula;
Eourly. It has been understood that tion."
Premier Salandra took over the direction of the foreign office when its
NOTE Children not only desire but
chief was incapacitated.
often need ai warm nourishing table
The illness of the foreign secretary drink as much ss their parents. Conattracted international attention be- sequently with the banishment of the
cause of Its possible bearing on the coffee pot from the family table IN
attitude of the Italian government. STANT POSTUM finds ready favor.
Is absolutely
The marauis is understood to te This delicious
'
by the officers.
friendly to Germany and op pored to pure and free from the coffee drug
the demonstration that occurred la 'caffeine.
Rad The Optta Tfaot
Rome, Oct. 16.

CANE AUD

Makes Home,

P.

of bananas and coffee.

New York, Oct. 16.

IS GREAT

WITH FIRS.

DEPOSITS

WILL SAVE VESSEL

LOSS

KID

ON

"

Of course you serve Log

a-

INTEREST PAID
several parts of Italy some time ago
in favor of the allies but more particularly In a spirit of hostility toward
Austria. Some time ago it was rumored that the marquis would resign A NEW PASTOR FOR
and that a considerable change in the
ministray would take place.
UETH001ST CHURCH
,It has been stated that the foreign
secretary and Premier Salandra were
in perfect accord as to the policy of REV. R. A. SIAMONDS OF KNOX
Italy and that the country's attitude
VILLE, TENN., WILL SUCof neutrality might be expected to
CEED MR. ANDERSON
coi;tiue in the event of the death of
the marquis.
Word was received in Las Vegas
today to the effect that the Revi R.
A. Siamonds, pastor of the First Meth
odist church of Knoxville, Tenn., had
been appointed to succeed Rev. E. C.
Anderson as pastor of the First Meth
odist church In this city, who will go
soon to Roswell to take a pastorate.
Ma. Siamonds has accepted the appointment and will come here soon.
of' large caliHe Is said to be
(Continued from rage One
ber as a pulpit orator and organizer,
in safer water for the day when Ger- as well as one who is popular with
many elects to sally from behind her young people. Local Methodists, who
have great admiration for Mr. Andernaval base of Heligoland.
According to reports received here son Decause of his breadth, of thought
from, Berlin, Germany expects British and devotion to his work, are glad, If
dreadnoughts to play a part in the de- - he must leave, that he is to be suc
ferse of Ostend. Nothing else at the ceeded by a man of Mr. Siamonds'
present time seems available to keep type.
the invaders out of the Belgian sea- pert, but of course, events further
VMS IN COMPANY
south will decide the ultimate action
with regard to Ostend.
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subject to the call of th& chairman
thereof.
FIDEL. ORTIZ,
Warrant 10S58, Peter Anderson, wild
Attest:
Chairman.
AV. A. B. fund, $4.
wild
animal
from
bounty,
Simon
Gallegos,
Yesterday)
Warrant 10S21,
(Continued
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
W A. B. fund, $2.
AVarrant 10859, Jesus M. Rivera, wild
animal
bounty,
Warrant 10782, Ben Striclifaden,
Martin-.:?animal bounty, AV. A. B. fund, $2.
AVarrant 10822, Gabriel
Jr., wild animal bounty, W. A. 13.
(To be continued Tomorrow)
VIB.
A.
fuu.l,
W.
AVarrant 10860, Gabriel M. Montoya,
w.jd animal bounty.
$2.
wild animal bounty, AV. A. B. fund, $6.
AVarrant 10823, OcUviano Sanda.'i-lwiid
Check Kidney Trouble at Once
Warrant 107S3, Peter
AV. A. B. fund, $4.
AVarrant 10861, Narclso Baca, wild
animal
bounty,
vile
There Is such ready action in Foley
ttrimal bounty, W. A. I). fund, $26.
AVarrant 10824, Leandro Gonzales, animal bounty, AV. A. B. fund, 1913, $6. Kidney Pills, you feel their healing
Warrant 1077S, Tony Leak, wild aniAVarrant 10862, Aparicio Tapia, wild from the very first dose. Backache,
wild animal bounty, AV. A. B. fund, $2.
mal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $2.
wild
Ground,
J.
T.
animal
wild
AVarrant 10825,
bounty, AV. A. B. fund, $.
weak, 6ore kidneys, painful bladder
Warrant 10785, F. E. Brumley,
animal bounty, AV. A. B. fund, $2.
Warrant 10S63, Enriijue Sena, wild and Irregular action disappear with
animal bounty, W. A, B. fund, $4'.'.
AVarrant 10826, Antonio Solano, wild animal bounty, AV. A. B. fund, $2.
their use. O. palmer, Green Bay,
Warrant 107SP, Desidorio Montoya,
AV. A, B. fund, $2.
A.
B.
animal
W.
fund,
bounty,
AVarrant 10864, Fernandez Martinez, Wis., says :"My wife Is rapidly rev:d animal bounty,
10827, Ramon Chavez, wild
AVarrant
wild animal bounty, AV. A. B. fund, $2. covering her health and strength, due
$4.00.
to Foley Kidney Pills." O. G.
bounty, W. A. B. fund, $4.
Warrant 10787, John Benberry, wild
AVarrant .10805, Encarnacion Estrada solely
AVarrant 10S28, T. J. Ground, wua
and Red Cross Drug Store.
Schaefer
animal bou.((.r, W. A. B. fund, $2.
?,4
wild animal bounty, AV. A. B. fund,
Adv.
Coke, animal bounty, AV. A. B. fund, $2.
.van-ant
lOTrfS, Christopher
AVarrant 10S66, E. D. Monslmer, wild
AVarrant 10829, F. and L. Tapia, wild
wild s.rinal bounty, W. A. n. fuii. ?4l.
animal
bounty, W. A. B. fund, $4.
AV. A. B. fund, $6.
wild
CALL FOR CONVENTION
animal bounty,
Wur.vit 10789, C. T. Winsoii,
Co.,
Warrant 10867, Domingo Hays, wild
AVarrant 10830, Red CrosB Drug
Republican headquarters of the
animal bounty, W. A .B. fund, $2.
AV. A. B. fund, $2.
county of San Miguel, Las Vegas, N.
Warrant 10790, Narcizo Salazar, wild stationery for clerk, general county animal bounty,
Anthou Suhr, wild M, October 3, 1914.
108CS,
$2.
1913,
Warrant
B.
$2.90.
fund.
fund,
animal bounty, W. A.
reanimal' bounty, AV. A. B. fund, $2.
A convention of the republicans of
AVarrant 10831, James Saxton,
Warrant 10791, Peter Hartman,
etc.,
C.
general
H.
at
Warrant 10869, F. C. Hooker, will the county of San Miguel and state
vild animal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $32, pairing doors
of New Mexico is hereby called for
Warrant 10792, Manuel Naranjo, county fund, $3.75.
animal bounty, AV'. A. B. fund, $6.
Warrant 10S32, Francisco irujiuo,
wild animal bounty, W. A. B, fund, $2
Warrant 10870, Andres Mas, wild the 19th day of October, 1914, at 10
fund,
o'clock in the morning In the County
Warrant 10793. R. A. Shearer, wild fees as J. P., general county
ar'mal bounty, AV. A. B. fund, $2.
$0.30,
AVarrant 10871, Casrmlro Dimas. wild Court House in Las Vegas, New Mex
animal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $4.
Warrant 10S33, Simon TrujMo, tees animal bounty, AV. A. B. fund, $14
ico, for the purpose of nominating
AVarrant 10794, Francisco C. Ortiz,
$4.80
Ds'idt-izerthree
Jacob
wild animal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $12. iw constable, general county fund,
10S72,
representatives to the State
Warrant,
Warrant 10834. Pablo Ullbarri, fees wild animal bounty, W. A. B fund. $2. Legislature for the Sixth Represents
AVarrant 10795, Cresenclo Mares,
;;anehe, tive District, aid district embracing
wild animal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $2. as J. P., general county fund, $7.10.
AVarrant 10873, Melecio
AVarrant 10835, Esteban Gutierrez, v :C. animal bounty, W. A. a fund, $2. the County of San. Miguel. The PreAA'arrant 10796, Cresenclo Mares,
general county
wild animal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $4. fees as constable,
AVarrant 10874, Harry A Mosiman, cinct No. 29 Is entitled to eleven delAVarrant 10797, Peter Anderson, wild fund, $3.25.
wild animal bo.ty, AV. A. rs. tun.l. V. egates, proxies will not be recognized
Ignacio Pacheco,
AA'arrant 10836,
AVarrant 1075, Nic Anderson wild unless held by residents of the same
bounty, AV. A. B. fund, $4.
Warrant 10798, Vivian Lucero, wild vild animal bounty, AV. A. B. fund, animal bounty, AV. A. B. furd.
precinct from which the delegates
1013, $2.
finimal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $4.
Warrant Ai76, Tomas G. y .laramil have been: chosen.
Warrant 10S37. Anselmo Gonzales, lo wild animal bounty. AAr. A B fund,
AA'arrant 10799, Santiago Trambley,
The various precincts are hereby
A.
B.
$8.
AV.
fund,
wild animal bounty, AV. A. B. fund, $8. $ 00.
ordered to elect members of the Cen
wild animal bounty,
Warrant 10838, Julio Romero, wild
AVarrant 10800, Manuel Gurule, wild
AA'arrant 10877, M. J. Neely, wild tral Committee of the precinct and to
M'imal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $2.
animal bounty, AV. A. B. fund, $2.
animal bounty, AAr. A .B. fund, $14.
report their names to William J.
AVarrant 10839, Domingo Hays, wild
AVarrant 10801, John Pankratz, wild
AVarrant 1087S, Domingo Maes, wild Mills, Chairman of the Republican
animal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $12.
animal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $2.
Central Committee of the County of
ar.imal bounty, AAr. A. B. fund, $60.
wild
M.
AVarrant 10840, Remijio Garcia, wild
F.
Sears,
AVarrant 10802,
AVarrant 10879, F. E. Brumley, wild San Miguel.
animal bounty, AV. A. B. fund, $2.
animal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $18.
animal bounty, AV. A. B. fund, $42.
The various - precincts may hold
A.
Gonzales,
AVarrant 10841, F. J. Ground, wild
Manuel
AVarrant 10803,
AVarrant 10SS0, Jone L. Gomez, wild their primaries as soon as they desire
wild animal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $6. animal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $10.
animal bounty, AV. A. B. fund, $2.
but not later than the 15th day of
AVarrant 10842, Isidro Paiz, wild anl- AVarrant 10804, Luis Martinez, wild
AVarrant 10SS1, C. E. Persons, wild October, 1914. The secretaries of the
n,al bounty, W. A. B. fund, $2 .
animal bounty, AV. A...B. fund, $10.
animal bounty, AV. A. B. fund, $29.
various primaries are hereby asked to
Warrant 10843, Jacob Davidhlzer,
AVarrant 10805, Gabriel Martinez,
AVarrant 10882, Manuel A. Sanchez, notify the chairman of the Republl
vild animal bounty, AV. A. B. fund, $2. wild animal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $2. allowance assessor's office, com. fund, can Central Committee of the County
Warrant 10844, Jesus M. Rivera, $',000.
AVarrant 10806, Domingo Maes, wild
of the date of their meeting and the
AV.
B.
A.
animal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $4.
wild
$11
sinlmal bounty,
fund,
Warrant 10S83, Roman Gallegos, names of the delegates chosen imme
AVarrant 10845, Pedro TrujMo, wild sheriff, allowance sheriff's office, com.
AVarrant 10807, Jose Ollvas, wild anidiately upon the holding of their pri
AV.
A.
animal bounty, W. A, B. fund, $6.
B. fund, $4.
mal bounty,
fund, $1,500.
maries
,
wild
AVarrant 10S46, Theodore Harris,
AVarrant 10S08, Juan Hen-eraWarrant 10884, Lorenzo Delgado,
WILLIAM J. MILLS, Chairman.
wile animal bounty, AV. A. B. fund, $12. clerk, allowance county clerk's office,
animal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $10.
L. C. ILFELD, Secretary.
Warrant 10847, Pedro Baca, will com. fund. $1,500.
Warrant 10S09, Esteban Montano,
v ild animal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $2. animal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $.
Warrant 10885, M. D. A. Maes, wild BEGIN PROBE OF ROCK ISLAND
AVarrant 10848, Epimenio Salai, wild animal bounty, AV. A. B. fund, 1913, $2.
AA'arrant 10810, Chris Goke, wild ani-r';- il
Washington, Oct. 16. AVith Comanimal bounty, AV. A. B. fund, $2
bounty, AV. A. B. fund, $4.
AVarrant 10886, Isaac Bacharach,
Clements presiding, the in
missioner
Gonzalea,
Luciano
AVarrant 10849,
Watranit 10811, John Anderson,
wild animal bounty, AV. A. B. fund, $2.
terstate commerce commission today
v ild animal bounty, AV. A. B. fund, $2. wild animal bounty, AV. A. B. fund, $4.
A.
AVarrant 10887, Christopher
Goke,
an investigation of the finanWarrant 10812, Epimenio Alires,
AVarrant 10850, Hllarlo Montano, wild' animal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $6. began
cial operations of the Chicago, Rock
" animal bounty, AV, A. B. fund, $2. wild animal bounty, AV. A. B. fund, $2.
AVarrant 10888, Florenclo Esquibel,
& Pacific railroad. Chief Coun
AVarrant 10S51, Erlneo Padilla. will wild animal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $S. Island
Warrant 10813, Andres Pollack, wild
sel Joseph W. Folk, who has been
; jimal bounty AV. A. B. fund, $27.
arimal bounty, AV. A. B. fund, $2.
AA'arrant 10S89, Jose Manuel Baca,
Warrant 10852, Secundino Rom iro, wild animal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $2. working on the preliminary inquiry,
AA'arrant 10814. Gabriel M. Montoya,
is representing the commission at the
TvJJr anfmal bounty, AV. A. B. fund, $4. wild animal bounty, W. A. B. fund. $14.
Warrant 10890, R. A. Shearer, wild
hearings.
AVarrant 10853, Hilarlo Del.do, animal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $4.
Warrant 10S15, Anastaclo Quintana,
vild animal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $2. wild animal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $2.
Warrant 10891, Felix G. y Gutierrez,
Warrant 10S16, Sostenes Ortiz, wild
Warrant 10854, Julio Romero, wild fees as J. P., general county fund, 1913,
C1TROLAX
finimal bounty, AV. A. B. fund, $4.
ar.imal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $2.
$9.40.
CITROLAX
AA'arrant 10817. T. J. Ground, wild
AVarrant 10855, Juan M. Tapia, wild
Warrant 10892, Felix G. y Gutierrez,
C I T R O L A X
sininxal bounty, AV. A. B. fund, $4.
animal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $4.
fees, as J. P. general county fund,
Best thing for constipation, sour
AATarrant 10818, Aparicio Tapia, wild
AVarrant 10856, Juan Pedro Garcia, $9.40.
liver and sluggish bow
w ild animal
animal bounty, W. A. B. fund, $10.
bounty, AV. A. B. fund, $2.
AVarrant 10893, Refugio Esquibel, stomach, lazy
els. Stops a sick headache almost at
Warrant 10819, Lorenzo Gonzales,
Warrant 10S57, Procoplo Valerlo, 'ers as constable,
general county fund, once. Gives a most
thorough and sat
$7.85.
no pain, no nauAVarrant 10894, Felipe R. Guerin, isfactory flushing
sea. Keeps your system cleansed,
as constable, general county fund,
sweet and wholesome. Ask for
$7.89.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Warrant 10895, Baum Bros., 20 gals.
Euca Drip fluid, general county fund, Drug Store. Adv.
COUNTY

wild animal bounty. W. A. B. fund, $2. wild

COMMISSIONERS

warrant ivotv, . iisuunu iruuu.tj,
rild animal bounty, AV: A. E. fund. $2.

animal bounty,

AV.

1914.

A. B. fund,

LOBBY

$2.

J5he

RESTAURANT

CAR

AND

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
ffHB BEST GOODS OBTAIN ABLH ALWAYS HANDLES

OPTIC
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SOCIETY DIRECTORY

COLU
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Cit-rola-

.

$35 00.

Official

Ron
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Bonds:

The following official bonds having
been submitted to the board, upon
examination thereof, they are approved as to form and sufficiency thereof,
and the clerk Is directed to file same
for record,
No. 34, Feb. Jose rgnaclo Montoya,
Tecinct No. 42, justice of the peace.
No. 85, July, Esplridion Aragon, precinct No. 4, justice of the peace.
Signs Pecos Bridge:
Application having been made to
the board by the justice of the peace
of Precinct No. 9, Pecos, San Miguel
county, New Mexico, that certain
signs be erected at each end of the
Pecos bridge, warning the public to
refrain from fast driving over tiald
bridge under penalty of the law, and
it being considered necessary that
such signs should be so placed, upon
motion,
It is ordered that the said justice of
the peace of precinct No. 9, Pecos, N.
M., be, and he is, authorized to purchase and erect such signs as above
set forth, one at each end of the Pecos bridge, within said county, and
the clerk will give due notice of this
order.
Accounts Publication delinquent tax
t:
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New York Salesfooms
32 Warren Street
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H turn m m

Imu m w

uJ

Wl

Meridea
Connecticut

1912:

The Optic Publishing Co. and The
El Independlente Publishing Co., having presented their accounts against
the county of San Miguel, for the publication of the deuinquent tax list of
Bald county for the year 1912, in the
following amounts respectively:
Optics Publishing Co
$1535.54
El Independlente Pub. Co
1803.20
and it appearing that at this time
there are no funds with which to pay
ea'd accounts, and, therefore, the same
cannot, be approved, upon motion said
bTls are passed with the notice thereon, "declined to pay. No funds."
Upon motion the board adjourned

BIG GOLD STRIKE
Santa Fe, Oct. 16. Reports of a
phenomenal gold strike In the mountains west of Rincon in Sierra county
have reached Santa Fe. Sierra county has been a big gold and silver producer for more than 30 years but the
principal productions came from the
Black range and not from the eastern
slopes of the Caballos, In which the
present find Is reported.

When your food does not digest
well and you feel "blue," tired and

Pl"'"
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f;1

t

optica wmmv,, iw.r,ADVER-

RATES

TOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

DR. ADELAIDE

com-

M.

A.

au-ma- l

,

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A

B. LEWIS
Osteopathic
Physician
Regular
Office Crockett Building
munication first mid
In Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 6 p. m.
third Thursday
Residence Phone Main 384
mcH month, Vlaitlng
cordially in
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., H. B. Vn JONES-BOEAS MONUMENT CO
Petten. Secretary.
Albuquerque, N. M.
216 E. Central
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
IS Tears Practical Experience.

CHAPMAN

TEMPLAR

Reg-f:i$-

nlar conclave second Tues-liisi- r
dey In each mcntn at Ma- sonio Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M.
Smith, B. C; Chas. Tamme, Recorder.

E. A. JONKS

GEO. H. HUNKER
Attorney-at-La-

East Las Vegas, New Mexico.

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular convo-,- t
cation first Monday in each

DR. F.

Flvt cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
All advertisements
lines
charged
will be booked at space actually est I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
without regard to number of words.
4. MeeU every Monday evening at
Cash In advlnce preferred.
their hall on Sixth Btseet All visiting
brethren cordially lnvlte4 to attend.
J. Friedenstine, N. O.; A. T. Rogers,
V. G.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl
Wertz, Treasurer; C, V. Hedgcocfc,
houtie-- .
WANTED
Girl for general
Cemetery Trustee.
work at Harvey's Ranch. Address
Box B, City.
B. p, O. ELK8 Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
WANTED Reliable woman for gen month Elks" home on NlnCi street
eral housework. 725 Sixth street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
are cordially Invited. Win. H. SpringAVANTED
Boarders and roomers by er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
month, week or day at 718 Lincoln. Secretary.
Good home cooking.

kJJ

LOCAL TIME CARD
East Bound
Arrive

Wanted

.

For fScstt
light housekeeping rooms
sleeping porch,. 1030 Fifth

MODERN

with

street

FOR RENT Nicely furnished house'
keeping rooms, modern, private fam
one block from car line
ily,
1103 Lincoln avenue. Phone Main

KNIGHTd AND LADIES OF SECURITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets in
W. O. W. hall. Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladies always welcome O. L. Freeman, President; Miss Cora Montague,
Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. AV.
Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011
Sixth street, East Las Vegaa, N. 11

No.
No.
No.
No.

I.... 7:20
4. ...11:64
I.... 1:25

1...."1:35

p.

m.....

a.

m

7:45
fc
11:61 9. &
1:31 a. fc.
1:61 . v,
.

p. m

West Bound
Arrive
No,
No.
No.

1....

No.

I

I....
7....

1:10
:35
4:20
:36

DejfcTj
1:SS .
:49 a.
4:21 B.
7:4

p. m
a. m
p. m
p. m

t

AV. T. Huchens, Nlcliotson, Ga., had
a severe attack of rhjumatism. His
feet ankles and joints were swollen,
and moving about wa3 very painful
He was certainly in a bad way when
he started to take Foley Kidney Pills.
He says, "Just a few doses made mo
feel better, and now my pains and
rheumatism are all go:ae and I sleep
all night long." O. G, Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store Adv.

0. O. MOOSE Meet second ani
FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
fourth
evening eacb
Thursday
Jack Britton vs. Harry Stone, 10
. hall.
Vlsitlns rounds at New York.
month at AT. O.
FOR SALE One brown mule will be brothers cordially invited. Howard 1.
You will like their, positive action.
sold Saturday, 17th, at City Hall, Davis, Dictator; Harry L. Cutler, secy.
10 o'clock a, mi. Ben Coles.
They have a tonic effect on the bowMODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA els, and give a wholesome, thorough
FOR SALE One cow and calf lot- Meet in the Forest of Brotherly cleaning to the entire bowel tract
to healthy activity and
$45.00 If taken at once.
Inquire Love at O. R. C. hall, on the second Stir the liver
sweet Constipation,
Optic.
and fourth Tuesdays of each month at keep stomach
tired
dull,
headache,
feeling never af8 p. m.
J. S. Nelson, Consul; G.
use
who
fect those
Foley Cathartic
ROCIADA MERCANTILE
CO.,
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague, LoO. G. Schaefer
25c
Tablets.
Dealers In Choice Timothy Hay and cal
Only
Deputy. Visiting members are esRed Cross Drug Store. Ad?.
and
Grain of All Kinds
pecially welcome and cordially Invited.
Located at Regensberg BrothWould You Believe It?
ers' old stand, 1122 National Ave,
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD NO
Send Us Your Orders
People often accept statements with
102 Meets every Monday night is n sort nf mental reservation as much
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue ai as to say, "I am not convinced," which
To the Public
to remark that there Is no
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are cot
will so thoroughly satisfy
that
thing
"1 used a bottle of Chamberlain's
dially welcome. J. Y. Buhler, Presiof the excellence or unamDer-lain'- s
Cough Remedy last winter for a se dent; Mrs. J. T. Buhler, Secretary; you Cough Remedy as a personal
vere bronchial cough and can cons C. B, Baily, Treasurer.
trial. Mrs. John Fishton. Peru. Ind.,
cientiously say that I never took a
who used this remedy in her family
medicine that did me so much good,"
for the past ten years, says 01 it, 1
KNIGHT8
OF
COUN
COLUMBUS,
writes Mrs. G. W. Andrews, Andrews,
fiTiamberlain's Cough Rem
Ind. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
CIL NO. 804. Meets second mrx
edy to my Children when sick with
ourth Thursday In O. R. C. hall coughs or colds. I like it oetter tnan
v
INNES GETS BAIL
Pioneer building. . Visiting memben any other because they take it
It
narcotics.
from
and
is
free
it
San Antonio, Oct. 16. Victor E. In- - are cordially invited. Richard Devlns
jhas never failed to give immediate
nes and his wife of Eugene, Ore., In- G. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.
relief." For sale by all dealers. auv.
dicted on charges of murder and con
spiracy to murder In connection with
the disappearance of Mrs. Elolse
Nelms Dennis and her sister, Miss
20o per 100 lbs.
2,000 pounds or More, each dllvery
Beatrice Nelms of Atlanta, Ga., last
25c per 100 lbs.
to
each
1,000 pounds
2,000 pounds,
delivery
June, were granted bail at a hearing
....30e
200
each
per 100 lbs.
to
1,000
delivery
pounds,
pounds
here today. Innes' bail was fixed at
40c
60 pounds to 200 pounds, each delivery..
per 100 lbs.
$4,000 and his wife's at $2,000.
50c per 100 lbs.
Less than 50 pounds, each delivery

For n5s

will-ins-i-

RETAIL PRICES

AGUA PUMA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

YOU

sell at public auction at the old Forsythe place on
Street, Las Vejias, N. M., on Thursday Oct.
2,2, 1914, the following described stock:
4 cows with calves
sides
3

year old heifers
34 cows without calves
6 head of ranch horses

rmzss of aa lets emu
F. 3. WESNER,
Clerk.
Auctioneer.

AND

SELL WHAT YOU DflNT WANT

CLASSIFIED ADS search out the people to whom among those who
MIGHT BUY the particular thing Is worth most
THE PROPERTY you want to sell is WORTH MOST to people who
read the ads In this paper and who never would hear of your
property unless It were advertised here.

All young

9:30 o'clock A. Al.

WANT ADS

WANT

by their

l7 head of coming 2 and

These cattle are mostly high grade Herefords.
stock, are vaccinated against Black Leg.

A. II. GERARD,

Defran

m.....

L.

I will

at

p.

267.

South Pacific

Sale to commence

HUXMANN

-

PUBLIC SALE

old

61.

Dentist

Dental work of tny description at
month at Masonic Temple
moderate prices
p- Brlnesar'
at 7:30 H
Room
Block. Office Phone
Center
1,
H. P.; F. O. Blood, Secre- Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411,
'i&Ajil tary.

I'S

discouraged, you should use a little
Two Grand Divisions.
HERBINE at bedtime. It opens the
"Into what two classes would you dibowels, purifies the system and restores a fine feeling of health and en- vide humanity?" we asked the great
philosopher.
ergy. Price 50c. Sold by Central
"Menfolks and henfolks," he replied
Drug Co. Adv.
without hesitation.

One year old Hereford Bull
One 16 month's Hereford Bull
One 5 year old steer
23 head coming: 2 year old
steer's
7 head of calves over 6 months

W. V?. BOWBRB,

sharp

E. E. GEHRING,

Prop.

OTHERS who read and answer the ads in this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay for) books, automobiles, used machinery and
furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, musical

!!
WANT AD3 are inexpensive, get

FIED.

Try them.

.results and

EVERYBODY'S

SATIS- -

f

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
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16, 1914.
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Pay a year's subscription to the Daily Optic and

get your choice of the following Magazines
For Twelve flonths:
3
cCLURE'S

THE WOMEN'S

THE

MAEAZIfi

HOME COMPAI

NATIONAL

SPORTSMAI

By placing your subscription at once, you can begin with the
January "issue of the Magazine of your choice without being

bothered by any possible delay

CALL

IT HE

Ml

OFFICE

LEAVE

IN

SKIIll

BY MAIL

BY CARRIER

The Daily Optic for one year
The Daily Optic and one
flagazine for one year

The Daily Optic for one year
The Daily Optic; and one
Tlagazine for one year

$7.00

$7.50

$6.00
$6.50
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MUTUAL THEATER

DELICIOUS EATING APPLE

First Show Starts at 7.15

Market

St

CTEARtSS'

18

FRIDAY

"The Runaway Freight"
feature, Reliance
"The Final Test" Princess

Fresh Pure

Two-re-

Buckwheat Flour

BEAUTY R.USSETS

STORE

:- -:

nCTnRFB

Saturday's

FANCY TABLE PEARS
FLEMISH

ccmtv

TONIGHT

. Bridge

JONATHANS
GRIMES GOLDEN

OPTIC,

Fancy Chickens
III

Concord Grapes

inCAl NFWS

California Grapes
a'Ef

PURE AND SWEET

Apff
50 ate

THE CASH GROCER
,iii!r''!tiMii'''iM?''

"11

I ''i "JR.
I

ULiilL

(MIL La

U

Ball by the Literary Society of Las
Vegas, the 17th, at armory. Admission
Ladies unescorted,
50c per couple.
Music by Northmp's orchestra.
23e.
Adv.

"'

riir'"--"- ''

With ever purchase of any of
our heaters, or
ranges, large or
small,

WE WILL GIVE

1

Pi

I
If:

J

ABSOLUTELY FHEE
QUE $M.F-

Sale

startsalurday

the lOlh Until Salurday.Oct. 17th

SceS'is For Cash Only
can save you money and remember we
Free.
give you Half Ton of Coal absolutely

Get

our prices,

we

Page Furniture
Phone Vegas

(EL

Undertaking Co.
511

114

Sixth St

H3

knows there is no economy In
Inferior food materials. In flour
particularly she knows the best
Is the cheapest. That la why bo
many up to the times women
use our flour exclusively. A
trial will tell you why in unmistakable terms. Order a sack to-

fl

15he

IP

day.
Ask your grocer
Quill Flour.

for

Pure

Las Vegas Roller Mills
n

1

Just Received two Ford Cars to accommodate those who want an immediate
FREE DEMONSTRATION.
delivery.

CALL AND SEE

North- -

Mrs, L. E. Bell was taken this afternoon to the Ias Vegas hospital,
where she will undergo a serious op'
eration.

BULIMY

3

Cutler Brothers, Insurance,
west corner of Plaza. Adv.

Finch'8 Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

3
L.ri

j

Old Taylor WhisRey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

US."

MIDWAY GARAGE
1126 National Ave. E. Las Vegas,

N. HI.

President Frank H. H. Roberts of
the New Mexico Normal University
will preach at the Christian tabernacle
Sunday evening.
According to the report of the vol
unteer weather observer at the Nor
ma: University the maximum temperature yesterday was 74 degrees, while
the minimum last night was 28 de
grees.

1914.

r

The matter of cost was discussed,
secretary. The next meeting of the
Mr. Quinn pointed out that, aland
federation will take place in Portales.
though he had used a whole stick in
his demonstration, only a half stick
of dynamite was necessary, and it
FIRST FOOTBALL
conceded
that the
w at generally
small charge as a rule accomplished
better results. By placing the
GAME TOMORROW the
in all
charges about 15 feet apart
directions, the cost per acre is from
CR0 to $7. When the fact is taken
NORMAL AND Y. M. C. A. WILL into consideration he pointed out,
CLASH IN OPENING CONTEST.
that the cost of commercial fertilizer
OF THE SEASON
per acre la much higher than this,
and that as a rule the results cf its
Tomorrow afternon at 3 o'clock will
occur the first football game of the
season, between the Normal UniverC. A. aggregation
sity and the Y, M.
A
vih'ich has been organized the past

squad has been holding practices evenings in the gymnasium and
are expected to'spring some surprises
Strawberries
ic the way of formations and plays.
Datenut Butter
The team which the Y. puts in the
field will considerably outweigh the
Normalites and has the added advant
age in being composed of experienced
men, many of them old college stars.
JOHN 11. YORK
On the other hand the Normal team
has tbe advantage of some six weeks'
training and is fast and scrappy.
Grocer and Baker
nea- The Normal boys are banking
rvauu
ttl
01
vllv on the line plunging
full back while the Y. team is looking
5:45 p. m. Fare for round trip, $5; to White at half and Crlmm at tackle
one way, 3. Round trip tickets good to bear the brunt of the battle. Crimm,
for one. week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop. who Is an old college star, will play
tackle on offensive and back up the
HARVEY'S IS OPEN
line at full on defensive plays. DonCarriage out Saturday morning. aldson, the Normal coach, is also lined
Leave orderB at Murphey's. Adv.
up against his proteges and will play
at guard. Incidentally this will give
Manuel Martinez Imbibed too freely the Normal boys a change to settle
of the flowing bowl last night and this old scores, but as the coach tips the
morning and was given a chance to beam at considerably over two hun
recover for a few hours today at the dred the odds seem to lean bis way.
city jail, after being arrested by Chief The game will be called promptly
of Police Coles. When he appeared at 3 o'clock at Amusement pant ana
before Police Judge Murray this aft Secretary Scatterday of the Y. M. C.
ernoon he pleaded guilty to the charge A. is planning on a parade through
of drunkepness and wag assessed $5 the business streets at 2 o'clock to
advertise the game? '
and costs.
out
coach
has
Normal
given
The
that he will use his entire squad in
MANY FRIENDS ATTEfi
the game tomorrow as a try out for
the game' about to be scheduled with
Albuquerque here on the 24th. The
MRS. MAYER'S FUNERAL lineup
of each team, as it will probably
be at the start of the game, is as
'

Peaches

j The Y.

'

Antonio Catanas and Manuel Galle- got' engaged in a combat of words In
a saloon on the West side this morning. After the words followed blows.
After tbe blows brickbats. Then
arrest of the
came the finale-t- he
two principals. They appeared before
Justice of the Peace Felix Garcia y
Gutierrez this afternoon, to give the TFIBUTE IS PAID TO MEMORY OF follows:
Y. M. C. A. L. E., F. McCullough;
WOMAN WHO RESIDED HERE
justice an opportuntty to determine
I,. T., Young; L. G., Nunn; C, H. StewMANY YEARS
who was the aggressor and on whom
art; R. G., Donaldson; R. T., Crimm;
the responsibility rests.
R. E C. Stewart; R. H. B., White;
The funeral services of the late Mrs. L. H. B., Hoskins; F. B., L. McCulThe New Mexico Normal University Anna Elizabeth Mayer were held
Q. B., Dowden; Subs. C. Hite,
has just placed an order for chemicals from the family - home, 1209 Eighth lough;
Ungaro.
$225
and chemical apparatus costing
street, at 3 o'clock this afternoon, the
Normal C., J. Reed; L. G., J. Luce-ro- ;
for the use of the science department. Pev. J. S. Moore of St. Paul's MemoR. G B. Madrid; L. T., Condon;
There is more interest in this depart rial church officiating. Interment was
R T., C. Spiess; L. E., Poulson; R. E.
ment of the Normal this year than in the Masonic cemetery, and was priMoore; Q. B., Maloney; F. B., Raub.
ever, due not only to the Increase vate. The following friends of the
(captain) ; U H. B., C. Ehrick; R. H.
in general attendance, but also to the family acted as pall bearers:
John B.,
Hagelberg.
fact that the girl students are pre- S. Clark, Robert L. M. Ross, M. M.
In
course
for
themselvesthe
paring
Suudt, F. .J. Gehring, C. B. Fitch and
household arts, which is said to be Charles Tamme. Many friends attendDYNAMITE USED AS
one of the best In the west.
ed the services at the house.
Mrs. Mayer, who had been a resi- A SUBSOIL PLOW
Alberto Quintana, Fernando Mar-ln-t
of Las Vegas for nearly 30 years,
were
tincz and Max Sena
arraigned wab 77 years of age at the time of
this morning before Judge D. R, Mur- her death. She was a native of IlliSHOW THAT THE
ray on a charge of fighting. The trio, nois. In 1887 she was married to EXPERIMENTS
EXPLOSIVE IS A HELP TO
all of whom are boys, are said to have Charles Mayer In Las Vegas. She
THE FARMER
cruelly Injured Jorge Trujllio by strik was actively Identified with the work
who
atones.
of St. Paul's church.
Besides her
Trujillo,
ing him with
A large party of Interested folk left
appeared as the complaining witness, hutband, she Is survived by a niece,
Las
assertVegas yesterday afternoon to wit
was badly battered. The boys
Ida Ray Coleman of Chicago.
ness the demonstration of soil blasting
er that Trujillo was drunk and fell
given by F. Quinn, a demonstrator of
down and Injured himself. After hear
the Dupont Powder company, who
disHEADS
ASPLDND
MRS.
evidence
the
Judge Murray
ing
came from Albuquerque for the pur
missed the case against Sena, be
The party proceeded from the
cause of his youth. Quintana and
STATE FEDERATION pose.
Commercial club at about 2 o'clock
Martinez, who are older, were requir
to the site of the experiment a mile
ed to pay the costs In the case. The
CLOSES
SILVER ncrth of the reservoir site north of
AT
boys are said to have been conducting MEETING
the city.
themselves In a disorderly manner
CITY; NEXT SESSION GOES
Mr. Quinn drilled holes about four
for some time. Trujillo resides east
TO PORTALES
feet deep, and after explaining in deof the Santa Fe railroad tracks. The
assault occurred Wednesday evening
In the closing session of the annual tail the best method for planting a
and the boys were arrested yesterday meeting of the State Federation of charge, setting the cap and fuse and
Women's clubs at Silver City today t&mping the dirt In around the dyna
by Chief of Police Ben Coles.
the following officers were elected for mite, blew up an area of perhaps half
FOR SALE
thj ensuing year: Mrs. R. F. Asplund an acre. After the charges had ex
Four room adobe house, newly re of Santa Fe, president; Mrs, J. R. Ken- - ploded many of the bystanders sunk
paired and completely furnished; two ymi, Silver City,- - first vice president; crow bars Into the ground, between
lots well improved. Price $000.00.
Mrs. S. C. Nutter, Clovls, second vice ths holes, and were almost sttfrtled
AND AGENCY COR president; Mrs. Henry Stowe, Las Cru-ce- at the ease with which they were able
INVESTMENT
PORATION
third vice president; Mrs. W. J. to sink the long bars to their full
in the disintegrated subsoil.
603 Lincoln Avenue
Lank, San Marcial, recording secre-tai- length
The
demonstrator told of many of
Mrs,' Frank W'. Parker, Santa
in the west that had
the
localities
AUTO STAGE
Fe. corresponding secretary; Mrs, T.
been
reclaimed to agricul
practically
Automobile stage nne to Mora tri X Uiitner, Albuquerque, treasurer;
ture
use of a little
the
judicious
by
Sat
and
auMrs. J. W. Raynolds, Las Vegas,
weekly, Tuesday, Thursday
Illustration after
dynamite,
quoting
Las
Mrs.
postoffice
Vegas
Pinos
ditor;
Altos,
leaving
Bisby,
urday,
George
exact data, of
giving
a. m arriving Mora 9:45 a. m. parliamentarian; and Mrs. G. W. Fren- - illustration,
farmers who had been able to turn
Leave Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas iger, Las Cruces, general federation
sterile lands Into splendidly productive
ranches.

VEGAS. Correspondence is invited by this old, strong and conser-

vative Bank.
ESTABLISHED 1876
Member U. S. Federal Reserve Bank

Of

Everyting Eatable
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fust Received
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New Eve.pora.ted Raspberries, Loganben
ries. Currents, HaJsens, Lemorv Peel,
OreiLnge Peel and Citron
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CoJls Answered Promptly
or INigHt - PHotie Main
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For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller
Non-Ski- n

and tires and Fiske tires antj everything
ed for the auto.
ALL WORK

CONE

AT CUR SHOP

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

TOO RAHf

You didn

t get

your FORD out

of our last shipment.
We have ordered another car load
of these famous little cars to be

shipped immediately.
Plan on getting your machine
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this time.
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KEEP it there.
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WILL take a balloon a
long way up. But it won't
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HOT AIR
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS

THE GREAT MAJESTIC

At

thing that was brought out in its
favor is that no matter how much fertilization the soil may receive by ordinary means, the subsoil still remains intact, and it takes the seepage
from the Irrigating waters years to
wear away the crust of hardpan, If it
T
exists.
An experiment with crops grown In
dynamited and undynamited ground
s.
will be undertaken by Hallett

Service based on the facilities
and experience gained during the
past forty years is extended by the

'

week.

use are no more sausiaciuiy, ujui-mit- e
would seem' to have the advantage over all other agents. Another
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